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This Review provides a survey of the many
achievements of staff, students and recent
graduates in the academic year 2004/5,
divided up by departments. Many themes
emerge; two of the most important are the
College’s relationship with the business
community, and its fast-evolving research
culture. Members of the Court may recall
that our Royal Charter, granted in 1967,
refers to the three main means by which
the College can achieve its objectives as
‘teaching, research, and collaboration with
industry and commerce’. 

A key feature of this year has been the close
working relationship we have developed
with the London Development Agency –
placing us near the heart of London’s
creative industries and helping us to invest
in expensive rapid prototyping technologies.
InnovationRCA, created last year to extend
the reach and focus of the RCA’s relationship
with the commercial world, has made a
number of significant advances under the
leadership of Director Jeremy Myerson. A
new research and development programme
in the area of design for disability, Inclusive
Business RCA was set up. A joint innovation
fund was set up with Imperial College to
combine Imperial’s science and business
expertise with the RCA’s user-centred
design skills. This initiative generated three
new patented devices for use in keyhole
surgery. InnovationRCA also gave marketing
and development support to RapidformRCA
the College’s rapid prototyping centre
which was demonstrated at the Court two
years ago; incubated a project in the area
of sustainable public transport with Capoco
Design and built a collaboration with
contemporary retailer Heal’s to create limited
edition collections of the work of RCA
graduates. FuelRCA was launched – a new
professional practice programme for RCA
students designed to give artists and
designers more business skills and
confidence. At the end of its first year,
InnovationRCA launched its own magazine,
Innovate and curated Innovation at the RCA,
the College’s first-ever exhibition of innovation
projects – part of the London Design Festival
– which showcased the achievements of
more than 60 RCA graduates across a range
of disciplines from architecture,
communications and textiles to furniture,
product, interaction and vehicle design. These
developments were made possible by the
Higher Education Innovation Fund, the LDA
and the Helen Hamlyn Foundation, among
others. 

The Secretary of State for Trade & Industry,
Alan Johnson wrote to us of ‘the postgraduate
exhibitions for which the Royal College of
Art is renowned’, praising us for our efforts
‘in encouraging partners from business,
industry, design and education to collaborate
in promoting innovation’. And we contributed
to the Cox Review of design and innovation,
commissioned by HM Treasury. 

On the College’s research culture, this year
saw the creation of an Arts and Humanities
Research Council which will in future sit at
the high table of research councils within
the Office of Science & Technology, and
will no doubt lead to interesting and fruitful
collaborations of the kind we like. Professor
David Watkins of Goldsmithing, Silversmithing,
Metalwork and Jewellery has been among
the first to benefit and has been awarded a
grant of £202,000 – the first major award
by the AHRC to a studio discipline. Professor
Sandra Kemp, our Director of Research,
has been shortlisted to the last four of The
Times Higher Education Supplement’s
national ‘Research Project of the Year’
competition, with a project called ‘Future
Face’ which consisted of a major exhibition
at the Science Museum (plus tour overseas),
a book and numerous education projects.
Meanwhile, many individual members of
staff have been awarded external research
funding from public and private sources.

The departmental entries that follow provide
a thorough survey of the achievements of
the past year, written by the Professors
and Heads of Department. They reveal that
the College continues to perform its unique
role as a crucible of the ‘creative industries’,
and to perform it well. Our latest destinations
statistics, covering the period 1997– 2001,
seem to bear this out. In the Independent’s
‘People to Watch’ survey of summer 2005,
in the ‘Art’ category most of the profiles
were of our Fine Art graduates; in the
‘Design and Interiors’ category, all five of
the designers were former RCA students
and in the ‘Architecture’ category, a group
of 2002 graduates were cited. As public
debate becomes more and more concerned
with the importance of the ‘creative
industries’ and how to sustain and enhance
them – through such developments as the
Cox Review; the Regional Development
Agencies; the Department of Trade and
Industry’s Innovation Review; the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport’s
surveys of the arts in relation to this
burgeoning sector of the economy, and so
on – the ways in which the College positions
itself have become increasingly important
as well. We are centrally placed as a
crucible of innovation through art, design
and communications – and it is important
that this message comes over loud and
clear to the worlds of higher education and
industry. Various delegations from India
and China have in fact visited the College
this year, to discuss how we do it and how
such a relatively small institution manages
to punch above its weight. Following a visit
earlier this year, there will be an ‘outward
mission’ to China in early 2006 focusing on
research and one to the United States in
spring 2006.

Where learning and teaching are concerned,
the departmental reports speak for
themselves. Themes of the year include new
thinking about dyslexia support and linguistic
ability; about our relationship with schools;
about parity of standards, between
departments, where assessment is concerned
– a very complex issue in art and design;

and about multi-culturalism. On this last
issue, there have been important reports
about why art and design as subjects are not
more successful in attracting applications
from British students from black and minority
ethnic communities, and the College has
been contributing its own researches to
this debate. Currently our students come
from some forty nations, which is one of
the acknowledged strengths of the institution’s
concentrated creative environment. In
November 2005, the exhibition Oriki – the
title, from Yoruba dialect, means a song of
praise that immortalises artists in a ‘call
and response’ mode – showed work by
students and graduates with African roots
from ten departments.

Here are some individual highlights of the
year, from across the College.

A sculpture student was nominated for the
prestigious Jerwood Prize (we’ve won it for
the past two years) and seven Printmakers
showed their work at the Royal Academy
Summer Show, which was curated by our
Head of Printmaking, Professor Chris Orr.
Many of the top galleries such as White
Cube and Victoria Miro approached painting
students at The Show. Two Photography
students were shortlisted for the influential
New Contemporaries exhibition and Yve
Lomax’s book Sounding the Event:
Escapades in Dialogue and Matters of Art,
Nature and Time was published by IB
Tauris. In the Applied Arts, tutors from the
Ceramics & Glass Department facilitated a
major new ceramic art fair, Ceramic Art
London, which was held in the RCA galleries.

History of Design graduates became curators
at the National Gallery, the Getty Centre and
the Victoria and Albert Museum. Graduates
from Curating Contemporary Art joined the
Arnolfini, the Ikon Gallery, the South London
Gallery and La Galerie in Paris. One of our
Conservation graduates, Emma Schmuecker,
won the UK Student Conservator of the
Year Award and Critical & Historical
Studies admitted its own research students
for the first time.

At the Milan Furniture Fair, The Design
Museum and Sir Paul Smith curated an
exhibition showcasing the best creative
talent working in Britain today called Great
Brits: The New Alchemists. All five designers
were Design Products graduates from the
RCA. Professor of Architecture Nigel Coates
published his second book, Collidoscope.
Interaction Design Research student Tobie
Kerridge received funding to take his
Biojewellery project – rings grown from
donated bone tissue – from the lab into the
public arena.

A group of students from Industrial Design
Engineering relocated to China to collaborate
with their counterparts in Beijing and the
project was documented in Blueprint. The
annual Helen Hamlyn Research Centre
Award – our most prestigious award for
socially inclusive design – went to Peter
Brewin and Will Crawford of IDE. This was
in recognition of their pioneering Concrete

Rector’s Review
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Canvas project, which has won a total of
nine awards to date including the Deutsche
Bank Pyramid Award and the New Business
Challenge and has also been nominated
for a Saatchi & Saatchi Award for ‘World
Changing Ideas’.

Vehicle design graduates became directors
of General Motors and Aston Martin. Joe
Kerr, Head of Critical & Historical Studies
loved the design of the old Routemaster
bus designed by Douglas Scott so much
that he qualified as a bus driver so he could
take it on some of its last journeys before it
is taken out of service on 9 December 2005.
The red Routemaster has been a feature of
the London landscape since 1956.

A film by Gaelle Dennis, a 2004 animation
graduate, was accepted at Cannes Film
Festival, one of only two British entries.
Communications students created a
multimedia performance called The Restless
Earth at Aldeburgh International Music
Festival and Catell Ronca designed a set
of stamps for Royal Mail. 

In Fashion and Textiles a 2003 Fashion
graduate, Erdem Moralioglu, won the
prestigious Fashion Fringe prize; students
exhibited and sold their work in Comme
des Garçon’s Dover Street Market in
London and Rowan Mersh of Textiles won
the Mercury Music Art Design Prize.

The Helen Hamlyn Research Centre
consolidated its global leadership role in
inclusive design by organising and hosting
Include 2005, an international conference
attended by 170 delegates from 19 different
countries. Earlier in the academic year, 
the centre’s annual presentation of work 
by research associates in partnership with
business was particularly striking.  

The College welcomed tens of thousands of
visitors to its annual exhibition of graduating
student’s work including members of the
public, curators, collectors, dealers and
assorted representatives from the worlds
of industry and commerce. This year the
title was ‘Like Nowhere Else’ and it certainly
lived up to its name. Animated wallpaper; a
revolutionary new shower that uses a third
of the amount of water of existing devices;
a fridge that also keeps pizzas warm; a
computer program that makes ‘Shadow
Monsters’; an Antarctic exploration vehicle;
temporary floating architecture for the
forthcoming Olympic games, and a sculpture
created from two tonnes of exploded lorry
tyres were among the many highlights of
this year’s show. As one national magazine
flatteringly put it last year, ‘a visit to the
show is the closest thing you can get to a
crystal ball for the future of art and design
…there isn’t any better place’.

Numerous awards ceremonies featured
throughout The Show, including awards
from BSI, the Helen Hamlyn Research
Centre, National Grid Transco and Pilkington.
The College website once again hosted a
freely available online catalogue which
accompanied the exhibitions.

Among this year’s leavers were Irene McAra
McWilliam, Head of Interaction Design who
has gone to Glasgow School of Art as
Head of Design; Prue Bramwell-Davis, Senior
Tutor in Industrial Design Engineering and
Jane Dillon, Design Products Tutor who
has retired after a 37 year relationship with
the College. Sadly, we lost forever the
sculptor and printmaker Eduardo Paolozzi;
Bernard Meadows, our Professor of Sculpture
from 1960 – 1980; Bruce Archer, the world’s
first Professor of Design Research; Lord
Esher, Rector of the College from 1971-
1977; Gordon Brown, technician in the
College workshop for 16 years; Humphrey
Spender – brother of Stephen, who taught
Textiles; Deryk Healy also from Textiles, a
man who loved the College and what it
stands for; and Patrick Caulfield, painter
from the ‘young contemporaries’ generation
of the early 1960s (he was in the Painting
School 1960-1963) who also had a decisive
influence on the ‘young British artists’ of
the 1990s.

We are delighted to welcome Professor
Anthony Dunne as our Head of Interaction
Design; and we have been joined by the
dynamic Áine Duffy as the new Head of
Media Relations & Marketing, and Chris
Mitchell in the new post of Learning and
Teaching Co-ordinator. 

There are challenges ahead: among them,
a HEFCE consultation on ‘the funding of
teaching’; the new round of the Higher
Education Innovation Fund – which is likely
to be spread more thinly than last time; the
build-up to the Research Assessment
Exercise (census date December 2007);
and the implementation of our new Human
Resources Strategy. But on the evidence
of 2004/5, the College is in excellent shape
to face them – including financial shape.
My thanks go to all the staff of the College
– academic, administrative, technical and
manual – and to all the members of the
Council (especially the Provost, the Chairman,
the Treasurer and the Chairman of the
Estates Committee) for helping to achieve
this. Above all my thanks to all the students
for making the College such a continually
unpredictable, maddening as well as
energising place.

Professor Sir Christopher Frayling
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Animation tutor Tim Webb’s film A is for
Autism has been released on DVD by the
British Film Institute.

IDE graduates, Peter Brewin and Will
Crawford’s Concrete Canvas  project which
has now won a total of nine awards and
has been nominated for the Saatchi &
Saatchi Award for World Changing Ideas. 

The Artbar was refurbished over the summer.
The new interior was designed by RCA
students Phil Worthington and Eyal Burstein.

Catell Ronca of Communication Art & Design
won a competition to design stamps for the
Royal Mail. Celebrating the UK’s rich ethnic
diversity. The five stamps designed by Catell
are currently in use.

Professor Wendy Dagworthy with Bryan
Ferry, one of the Guests of Honour at the
Fashion Gala. Other guests included Lord
Snowdon, Suggs and Hamish Bowles of
American Vogue.

InnovationRCA launched a new professional
practice programme for RCA students
entitled FuelRCA, designed to give artists
and designers more business skills and
confidence.

Two large-scale ceramic sculptures by
Ceramics & Glass tutor, Felicity Aylieff were
purchased by the Birmingham Museum and
Art Gallery.

Gillian Carnegie, a 1999 Painting graduate
was shortlisted for the Turner Prize. 

Communication Art & Design students took
part in a performance on the beach at
Aldeburgh as part of the International Music
Festival. Titled The Restless Earth, this
multimedia event with a strong environmental
theme was the result of collaboration between
the RCA, the Guildhall School of Music, local
schools, choirs and young offenders groups.
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Postcard Design by Grayson Perry – one
of the many famous artists and designers
that contributed to RCA Secret 2004.

Glass bottle vases by Ulrika Strömback of
Ceramics & Glass, currently on sale in Heal’s
as part of their ‘Heal’s Discovers II’ collection,
aimed at fostering young talent. The
collaboration was initiated by InnovationRCA. 

Ken Adam: The Art of Production Design, one
of three books published by Sir Christopher
Frayling this year.

In its first year InnovationRCA made a number
of significant advances, building a new brand
and a new programme to extend the reach
and focus of the RCA’s relationship with the
commercial world. At the end of its first year
the department curated the College’s first-
ever exhibition of innovation projects as part
of the London Design Festival.

The £5,000 NGT Award for sustainability
was awarded to Architecture graduate Joel
Dunmore for his ‘Grief or Relief’ project.
This proposed an elaborate park situated
near the Olympic site in Stratford where
visitors would take a journey through a
garden designed to invoke sadness. The
site culminates in a DNA predestination
lab, where visitors can be given their future
medical profile.

David Kelley, a founder of IDEO – one of the
world’s most innovative design firms, being
presented with the Sir Misha Black Award for
distinguished services to design education.

Future Face, curated by Professor of
Research, Sandra Kemp completed a major
tour of South East Asia and was one of four
shortlisted projects in the Times Higher Awards
2005 for ‘Research Project of the Year’.

Maja Kecman’s Home-Use Smear Test Kit
is part of InnovationRCA’s Selected Works
programme – graduate innovations earmarked
for patent protection and commercialization.
It also won a Helen Hamlyn Design for our
Future Selves Award.

James Connolly from Painting produced a
book of comic drawings involving and
working with the residents of the Tachbrook
Peabody Trust estate, Westminster. This book
is part of a two-year community project,
which involves fine art students working with
residents from Peabody Trust estates to
challenge preconceptions in answering
that eternal question: What is art?
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Delegates gather for the Include 2005
international conference on inclusive design,
organised and hosted by the HHRC.

Helen Hamlyn Research Associate, Tobie
Kerridge and Goldsmithing, Silversmithing,
Metalwork & Jewellery student Nikki Scott
received a Partnership for Public Awareness
award funded by the EPSRC to develop
their Biojewellery project (rings grown from
human bone) and take it from the lab into
the public arena. 

The Rector with (from left to right) Senior
Fellows, Anne Sutton, Charles Jencks, Richard
Seymour, Jun Kaneko and Basil H Alkazzi.

Sounding the Event: Escapades in Dialogue
and Matters of Art, Nature and Time by
Photography Research Tutor Yve Lomax
and published by IB Tauris. 

A re-circulating shower by IDE graduate Peter
Brewin, which is as easy to install as an
electric shower, has the power of a mixer
shower, will never run cold, and yet uses 70%
less water and 40% less energy. The project
won first prize in the British Standards
Institution Awards for its potential applications
in countries such as Western Australia where
fresh water is in short supply.

The Royal Academy’s Summer Show was
co-curated by Professor of Printmaking,
Chris Orr and featured the work of several
Printmaking staff and students.

The Show was well attended this year with
over 37,000 visitors. The marketing campaign
was designed by 2004 RCA graduates Sara
Carneholm and Leah Harrison of ‘Happily
Ever After’.

Teresa Collard (Textiles) won the Garrad
Design Competition with this bracelet design.

Rowan Mersh, Mixed Media Textiles won
the UK Mercury Music Design Award for
his dramatic design incorporating recycled
CDs. His work featured on the cover of the
compilation CD.
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The Show: Fashion showcased the Swarovski
sponsored Costume Society Ruby
Anniversary project. Fashion and
Goldsmithing, Silversmithing, Metalwork &
Jewellery students collaborated to create a
fusion of fabric and gem. This design is by
Eudon Choi (Fashion) and Tomasz Donocik
(GSM&J).

Dagenham East by Steffi Klenz, Photography
who won a National Grid Transco Award.

Critical & Historical Studies admitted
research students for the first time. From
left to right, MPhil students Helene Martin,
Cecilia Järdemar, Filipa Vaz Monterio.

The Industrial Design Engineering Department
took an entire year of students to Beijing
for a collaborative project which also saw
Chinese designers coming to the UK.

Tomek Rygalik and Jorre Van Ast’s winning
entry in the Bombay Sapphire Designer Glass
Competition.

One of a huge number of press articles about
students, staff and alumni. This article
features fashion student, Rui Leonardes’
high heels for men that won much press
attention at The Show: Fashion. 
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Course/Department
(grouped by School)

Applied Art
Ceramics & Glass
Goldsmithing, Silversmithing,

Metalwork & Jewellery

Architecture and Design
Architecture & Interiors
Design Products*
Industrial Design Engineering
Interaction Design
Vehicle design

Communications
Animation
Communication Art 

& Design**
Film and Television 
(1997 only)

Fashion and Textiles
Fashion Menswear
Fashion Womenswear
Constructed Textiles
Printed Textiles

Fine Art
Painting
Photography
Printmaking
Sculpture

Humanities
Conservation
Curating Contemporary Art
History of Design

Total

Total number of graduates
1997-2001

98
84

94
151
81
60
73

54
259

35

43
107
91
60

106
77
92
94

25
62
84

1830

Number and proportion of
graduates in directly related
employment/ activity

89 91%
78 93%

85 90%
139 92%
79 98%
53 88%
67 92%

50 93%
232 90%

32 91%

41 95%
96 90%
84 92%
55 92%

95 90%
67 87%
84 91%
80 85%

25 100%
59 95%
76 90%

1666 91%

Proportion of graduates in
related employment recorded
in the previous survey (1992/96)

81.2%
95.8%

92.6%
87%/92.2%*
89.2%
100%
98.3%

95.3%
95.2%/94.5%**

90.2%

98.2%
98.2%
93.5%
93.5%

92.3%
94.3%
97.7%
91.6%

83.3%
82.8%
83.3%

92.5%

*Design Products was created through the
amalgamation of the Furniture and
Industrial Design courses. The far column
shows figures for these two courses
respectively

**Communication Art & Design was created
through the amalgamation of the Graphic
Design and Illustration courses. The far
column shows figures for these two
courses respectively

Graduate Destinations Survey Results
During the academic year 2001/2 the College carried out an
extensive survey, monitored by a senior independent statistician
covering the careers of graduates from the preceding five years. 

The figures are presented here alongside the results from the
previous survey, conducted in 1996/97 and covering the period
1992/96 (in the far column).
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Ceramics & Glass

Our new exchange programme with the
ceramics and glass department of Konstfack
in Stockholm took off with the exchange of
first year students, one each way. One of
our students has been selected for two
consecutive years of the Kyoto Exchange;
In autumn 2004 research student Bonnie
Kemske was chosen and Heike Brachlow was
selected in autumn 2005. The department
strongly felt the loss of Eduardo Paolozzi in
April 2005.

Once again, the department welcomed a
large number of high profile visiting tutors.
These included Sue Halls, Richard Slee,
Alexander Beleschenko, Neil Brownsword,
Takeshi Yasuda, and Marianne Buus. The
lecture series on Word and Image included
the poet Lavinia Greenlaw.

Collaborations with industry were further
developed. Darlington Crystal ran a student
project and their design team worked closely
with students at the RCA. The prize winners
and some other students are now working
with Darlington to develop their designs
further. Esther Adesigbin in collaboration
with a PhD student, researched the highly
specialised water jet cutting of glass shown
in her degree show at the Glass Centre of
the University of Sunderland. Established
furniture store Heal’s struck up a
partnership with the department, through
InnovationRCA. The ‘Heals’s Discovers II’
project is aimed at fostering young talent,
and Ceramics & Glass and Textiles students
collaborated on this initiative.

In May, the RCA was the venue for the launch
of a new ceramic art fair – Ceramic Art
London – facilitated by tutors Emmanuel
Cooper and Felicity Aylieff. Grayson Perry
was the keynote speaker.

There were record sales at The Show
including a large blown glass sculpture by
Haruko Nakagomi to the designer Philip
Treacy for installation in an Irish hotel. James
Dyson bought a large cast glass sculpture
from Geoffrey Mann. Major purchases were
also made by Heal’s for work by Geoffrey
Mann, Esther Adesigbin, and Kuldeep
Malhi. For final year students, The Show
led to many opportunities and contacts.
Anne Vibeke has won a British Council
Fellowship to work with glass in the Czech
Republic. Stine Jesperson is in Jingdezhen
in China as an Artist-in-Residence at the
Pottery Workshop Experimental Factory.
Anders Ruhwald has gone to a residency
in the USA. Lucy Whiting is making work
for DKNY. Mimi Joung is taking up a Crafts
Council ‘Next Move’ placement in the
Glass Centre at the University of Sunderland,
where Naoko Tagai will also be an Artist-
in-Residence.

Ceramics & Glass students made good
use as usual of the Drawing Studio, and
Naoko Tagai won a Man Group Prize for
the second time. The Eduardo Paolozzi
Travel Scholarship was awarded to Fian
Andrews to go to China during the summer
including a two week stay at the Pottery
Workshop Experimental Factory in
Jingdezhen. Aimee Lax won the Charlotte
Fraser Prize, and also worked with Sir
Terence Conran on the Chelsea ‘Peace’
garden. She has a current exhibition at the
Royal Overseas League. National Grid
Transco prizes were awarded to Phoebe
Cummings and Anne Vibeke. 

Heike Brachlow attended a summer school
at Pilchuck Glass School USA, part-funded
by a scholarship. Laura Birdsall assisted
Simon Moore in his demonstrations at the
Northlands International Glass summer
school in Scotland. Geoffrey Mann won a
major prize at New Designers. Geoffrey
Mann and Esther Adisigbin were shortlisted
for the prestigious Bombay Sapphire Prize.
Ruth Dupré, Ann Brodie, and Louise Gilbert
Scott were joint winners of the Bombay
Sapphire Prize with their film Roker Breakfast,
made when they were Artists-in-Residence
at the Sunderland Glass Centre last year.
Zeita Scott and Elli Wall were chosen to
exhibit in Setting Out at Contemporary
Ceramics in January and Zeita won a travel
award. Chun Liao had a solo exhibition at
Barrett Marsden in October. Taslim Martin
was one of eight contemporary African
artists in a group show, Mixed Belongings
at the Crafts Council, from which the
British Museum acquired a piece of his work.

Staff also continue to maintain a high profile.
Simon Moore’s project ‘Salviati Meets
London’, in collaboration with British
designers including Ross Lovegrove, Jane
Dillon, and Thomas Heatherwick, came to
fruition with an exhibition at Vessel Gallery
last autumn. Valerie Olleon received a
fellowship from the Yorkshire Craft Centre
in Bradford. Gitta Gschwendtner exhibited
in Them Indoors at the Geffrye Museum
last autumn, and curated Import Export, a
touring exhibition for the British Council
which went to Japan, Australia, India and
Finland and culminated at the V&A in
autumn 2005. She is also working on designs
for a permanent exhibition at the Wellcome
Trust; Medicine Man and Medicine opens
in February 2007.

Annie Cattrell received an AHRC Art Science
and Technology fellowship for sculpture
from De Montfort University. She exhibited
in Art, Science and the Body at the National
Museum in Stockholm, and Einfach
Complex at the Design Museum in Zurich.
Martin Smith was on sabbatical during
autumn 2004 and a solo exhibition of his
new work incorporating glass as well as
ceramic was shown at the Barrett Marsden
Gallery, London in March. Emmanuel
Cooper had a solo exhibition at the Craft
Study Centre at the Surrey Institute of Art
and Design in April. Alison Britton
completed a lecture tour of Canada and
the USA in autumn 2004. She had a solo

exhibition of new work and in June the Ed
Wolf Collection of 70 of her pots from the
past 29 years was on display in the Barrett
Marsden Gallery. A catalogue of the
collection was also produced. Two large-
scale ceramic sculptures by tutor Felicity
Aylieff were purchased by the Birmingham
Museum and Art Gallery. She spent six
weeks in the summer as Artist-in-
Residence in the Pottery Workshop –
Experimental Factory set up by Takeshi
Yasuda in Jingdezhen, China.

School of 
Applied Art

Student Aimee Lax won the Charlotte
Fraser Prize, and also worked with
Terence Conran on the Chelsea ‘Peace’
Garden. 

Phoebe Cummings was a runner up in
the National Grid Transco Awards.

Polydactyl I by Kuldeep Mahi. One of the
students whose work is being sold by
Heal’s through an InnovationRCA initiative.
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Jewellery by Gregor Anderson who was
awarded a Special Prize in the new Theo
Fennell Awards.

Patterned Bowl with base by Sîan
Matthews who won both the New
Designers DKNY Award 2005 and The
Armourers and Braziers Chambers Prize.

Research student, Leon Williams has
been awarded an Arts and Humanities
Research Council Studentship to support
his ‘Medically Assistive Jewellery’ PhD
project.

Elastic Gold I by Hyun Kyung Park who
was awarded The World Gold Council
Grima Award.

Goldsmithing, Silversmithing, Metalwork 
& Jewellery

MA students received a number of awards
and prizes. The Goldsmiths’ Company
Bursary went to Alastair Hamer and the
World Gold Council Grima Award to Hyun
Kyung Park. Sîan Matthews received a
South Square Trust bursary 2004/5 and
Sara Richards the Sir Po Shing Woo Award. 

The new Theo Fennell Awards were won
by Gregor Anderson (Special Award 2005),
Sîan Matthews (Best Silver 2005) and Ruth
Tomlinson (Best Jewellery 2005). Gregor
was also runner-up in the BDC New Designer
of the Year Award 2005 and Sîan won both
the New Designers DKNY Award 2005 and
The Armourers and Braziers Chambers
Prize. Carla Nuis won the Nicole Stöber
Memorial Award for her research into photo
-etching and objectified ornament.

Royal Mint Medal Design Prizes were
awarded to Michiyo Tsuzaki and Ai Morita.
The ESG Robinson Charitable Trust Prizes
for medal design were awarded to Elizabeth
Gilmour and Tae-Whan Kim. In the
competition to design integrated jewellery
and fashion, organised by the Costume
Society and sponsored by Swarovski, Janine
Arnold and her Fashion partner won first prize.

In the Partnership Project, students completed
designer internships with Benney Ltd (So-I
Moon), Solar Ltd (Fiona May Nichol) and
Paul Spurgeon Design (Ruth Tomlinson).
Teaching internships were conducted at
Buckinghamshire Chilterns University (Louise
Miller), Coventry University (Elizabeth Gilmour),
Glasgow School of Art (Sîan Matthews),
Sheffield Hallam University (Fiona May Nichol)
and Surrey Institute of Art and Design
(Nanna Beckmann Jensen). 

Our International Master Class hosted
Castello Hansen (Denmark), Peter Bauhuis
(Germany), Bettina Speckner (Germany)
and Felieke van der Leest (Netherlands).
This was an exceptionally positive and
lively combination of visitors in the 18th
year of a distinguished series.

The department recorded a very positive
year in terms of research. Following a
successful bid to the Science Research
Investment Fund we acquired a significant
range of digital and related equipment,
from micro-milling and rapid prototyping to
laser cutting and immersive virtual reality
capability, and a Research Assistant 
(David Turtle) was appointed to support
Professor David Watkins’ process research. 

We followed up with two successful
applications for major research grants, which,
commencing on 1 September 2005 and
running for three years, will have a significant
impact on our research culture and
research standing. ‘Deployable, Adaptive
Structures’, funded by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council will provide
for a Post-Doctoral Researcher (Dr David
Humphrey), a Research Assistant (David

Turtle) and a Project PhD Student. ‘Simulating
Splendour’ funded by the Leverhulme Trust,
will be the personal project of Dr David
Humphrey. Professor David Watkins will be
the principal investigator for both projects,
which will be heavily reliant on digital
technology and expertise. 

Towards the end of the year, we received
news that Leon Williams had been awarded
an Arts and Humanities Research Council
Studentship to support his ‘Medically Assistive
Jewellery’ PhD project.

Staff work was included in a number of
national and international exhibitions in
Britain, Europe and the USA and Michael
Rowe received an honorary doctorate from
Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College.
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Architecture & Interiors

Work within the department continues to
be based in London. It reflects a culturally
driven approach to architecture, one that
recognises and amplifies the layers that
combine people and places. As is reflected
in the title of last summer’s architecture
annual East of Eros, in 2004/5 we placed
particular emphasis on the context of
regeneration towards the east of London,
including the Thames Gateway and the
forthcoming Olympics. Currently there is no
overall plan, rather a series of disconnected
initiatives. What is likely to get built is a
patchwork of mediocre housing projects that
are dumbed down enough for the developers
to sell – which is where we came in, and
engaged with a different form of speculation
– one that in good RCA tradition pushes
the boat out without ever losing sight of
the shore. 

When ADS2 (Clive Sall and Bobby Desai)
set their programme in the autumn of 2004
for Olympic projects with a brand driven
slant, they could only have dreamed that
London would be selected. Their projects
in The Show were testament to the
combination of viability and experiment for
which the department is known. One
student, Sophie Goldhill was awarded the
Alsop prize for drawing for her ‘Great British
Olympics’ project.

For the second year running, Architecture
took the largest prize offered at the RCA.
The £5,000 NGT Award was awarded to
Joel Dunmore of ADS4 (Fiona Raby and
Gerrard O’Carroll) for his ‘Grief or Relief’
project. This proposed an elaborate park
situated near the Olympic site in Stratford
where visitors would take a journey through
a garden designed to invoke sadness. The
site culminates in a DNA predestination lab,
where visitors can be given their future
medical profile. Other projects in ADS4
had similarly dark predictive qualities – like
Jordy Fu’s Family®, an open city for single
parent families, and David Pierce’s
Miraculous IVF Clinic and the Basilica of
the Immaculate Conception with which it is
fused. Both of these received prizes, the
Keppie Prize for Detail and the Hamilton
Associates Award for Design Process
respectively.

ADS1 (Diana Cochrane and Mark Prizeman)
penetrated deep into the wilds of the Thames
Estuary, and came up with new living
models for its future inhabitants. ADS3
(Barbara Campbell-Lange and Fenella
Collingridge) worked with ‘middle ground’
phenomena, and how new urban conditions
can combine the territories of normally
opposed groups. All the study trips were to
ambitious destinations: ADS1 went to the

border lands between Mexico and the USA;
ADS2 travelled to the most rapidly changing
city in the world, Shanghai; ADS3 took off
to Beirut where they researched extreme
border conditions. ADS4 also went to
Shanghai as an example of a city with a
booming self-obsessed population.

This year’s open lecture series ‘Masterfarians’,
featured some of the feistiest and well
known architects in the world, including
Zaha Hadid and Amanda Levete, together
with Mark Goulthorpe, Kas Oosterhuis and
the funky Japanese duo Atelier Bow Wow.
Aaron Betsky, Head of the Architecture
Museum in Rotterdam contributed from
the critics angle, while Jefferson Hack,
founder of Dazed & Confused, performed 
a visual blast with literally hundreds of sample
pages commissioned for the magazine.
Guest critics included Charles Jencks, Doug
Branson and Fred Manson. The department
also welcomed new external examiner Phil
Tabor, an ex-professor from the Bartlett at
UCL. 

Students Socrates Yiannoudes and Thomas
Modeen were both awarded their MPhil
degrees, while the Helen Hamlyn Research
Centre developed two engaging projects:
Sheila Qureishi and Juri Nishi completed
their work into luxurious kitchens, with MFI
and Suzi Winstanley and Harriet Harris
continue their work into interactive knowledge
management interior designs for offices,
with DEGW, IDEO and Steelcase.

Professor Nigel Coates second book,
Collidoscope was published by Laurence King.
With his practice Branson Coates Architecture,
he developed a theoretical masterplan for
a wi-fi sustainable community at Rainham
marshes in the Thames Gateway. This was
also turned into a short film (with funding
from the RCA) which was shown in the
exhibition ‘Avenirs de Ville’ in Nancy, France.

Former RCA Architecture student Diana
Cochrane from Urban Salon Architects won
the Bermondsey Square Housing
Competition. Graduates Vincent Lacovara,
Geoff Shearcroft and Tom Coward of practice
AOC (Agents of Change) joined Alsop
Design, Branson Coates Architecture and
FAT in the newly formed ‘G4’ consortium
of architectural practices.

As a means to reflect the work we do here,
from this year we will be known as the
Department of Architecture (instead of
Architecture & Interiors). Interiors designers
are still welcome and continue to constitute
a significant number of students, but the
proportion of architect to interior designers
has gradually risen. We wanted our title to
reflect this.

School of 
Architecture 
and Design

David Pierce’s Miraculous IVF Clinic
and the Basilica of the Immaculate
Conception which was awarded the
Hamilton Associates Award for Design
Process.

Joel Dunmore’s Grief or Relief project
which won a £5,000 National Grid
Transco Award.

Sophie Goldhill: A Great British Olympics.
Sophie was awarded the Alsop Prize
for Drawing.
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Design Products

Themes investigated within the Design
Products Department this year included:
new conceptual and critical approaches for
designing products and services in relation
to the human condition; research into
manufacturing techniques; the home and
what this might mean today; the invention
of alternatives to existing product
typologies and furniture design.

There were numerous collaborative
projects throughout the year. Platform 6
travelled to Japan to collaborate on a
project with office furniture manufacturer,
Kokuyo. Platform 5 worked with Braun in
Germany. Platform 11 spent time in Las
Vegas and on the West Coast of the USA
whilst tutors gave lectures at UCLA, and
Platform 2 exhibited work in a group show
with Åbãke at Studio Canuffo in Venice. 

Last year’s graduates enjoyed success
during 2004/5. Claudio Ripol who won a
Kokuyo Design Award has his ‘Snail Desk’
mobile storage and desk space chosen by
InnovationRCA as a Selected Work, as did
Natalie Woolf and her ‘Illuminating Floor
Tile’ project. Featured in Paul Smith’s
exhibition at the Milan Furniture Fair, Great
Brits – The New Alchemists, were
graduates Julia Lohmann, (2004), Pascale
Anson (2000), Matthias Megyeri (2003) and
Peter Traag (2003). Daniel Charney also
curated an exhibition Two Liners at the
Aram gallery, London featuring the work of
graduates Sam Buxton (1999) and Assa
Ashuach (2003).

Students benefited from a number of
projects, prizes and scholarships in
2004/5. In the Graham & Brown Wallpaper
competition several Design Products
students were short listed including Peter
Marigold, Oscar Narud, Fabrizio
Cocchiarella and Hye-Young Kim. Sun
Microsystems sponsored the ‘Solaris’
competition which was won by Tomas
Alonso, Hisao Sato, Bo Young Jung, Shay
Alkalay, Andrew Haythornwaite, Ed Swan
and Kok-Chian Leong. Icon magazine’s
Business Card competition was won by
Jason Iftakhar, Ed swan, Gen Suzuki and
Oscar Diaz Melon. In the WWF T-shirt
competition Kinu Kano won second prize
and Jason Iftakhar was short listed.
Hannes Koch (2004) and Florian Ortkrass
came third place in the Garrard
competition. Shaki Akram was awarded
the Paul Reilly Travelling scholarship,
Tomek Rygalik won the BSI Design Travel
Award and Tomek Rygalik and Jorre Van
Ast won the prestigious Bombay Sapphire
Designer Glass competition.

Staff, students and recent graduates have
designed, curated or shown their work in
exhibitions, museum and trade fairs
worldwide including the International
Furniture Fair in Milan, and 100% Design
at Earls Court Exhibition Centre, London.
Professor Ron Arad had two exhibitions in
New York; A retrospective of his work was

shown at Barry Friedman Ltd and Ron
Arad: Architectural Installations was held at
Phillips, de Purt & Co. He also exhibited at
the Aram Gallery in London in the
exhibition Darkness curated by tutor Daniel
Charney; Fatto in Italia, Metamorph at the
Venice Biennale and at the Milan Furniture
Fair along with Tom Dixon and 2002
graduate Paul Cocksedge. Michael Marriot
also unveiled a new shelving system in
Milan and students Tomek Rygalik, Eelko
Moorer and Roger Arquer showed their
work at a British Council exhibition.

Tutor Jane Dillon retired this year after
many years at the RCA. A 1968 graduate
from Furniture Design, Jane taught at the
RCA, on and off, since then. We have
welcomed Kenneth Grange as a new
visiting professor and Tomoko Azumi and
Tom Lloyd have joined the part time
tutorial staff.

Industrial Design Engineering

Industrial Design Engineering had a very
successful year in 2004/5, incorporating
much change. IDE students won a record
number of prizes, several student designs
went into manufacture, and the
department had both an interim show and
degree show for the first time ever. The
department took an entire year of students
to Beijing for a collaborative project which
also saw Chinese designers coming to the
UK. Part and parcel of these events was
the continued implementation of changes
in line with the three year strategic
programme of improvements started mid-
2004.

A number of students won prestigious
awards. Peter Brewin and Will Crawford
received the Deutsche Bank Pyramid
Award (first prize); Imperial College and the
Tanaka Business School New Business
Challenge (first prize); European Business
Plan of the Year Innovation Award, and a
BSI Environmental Design Award (first
prize). Robin Chilton won the Imperial
College Ideas Challenge competition and
Anthony Clough’s work was selected for
an InnovationRCA Selected Works Award.

IDE continued to work closely with
InnovationRCA and the Helen Hamlyn
Research Centre, where many graduate
IDE students become Research
Associates. The department ran a
workshop with Design Products on
domestic robot design, co-hosted a joint
‘singles night’ with the Textile and
Communication Art & Design Departments,
to allow students to find project partners
from around the college; and ran a joint
summer project for Sony with collaboration
between IDE, Design Products and
Interaction Design students. A short
project with the Painting Department and
Design Products was also exhibited in the
Hockney Gallery.

The department’s Ambient and Augmented
Architectures Research Network continued
to develop, and seminars were held during
the year. A large international symposium
took place in November 2005. The network
is joint with Imperial College and the
Architectural Association.

12

Work by 2004 graduate Julie Mathias
at the Great Brits – The New Alchemists
exhibition, part of the Milan Furniture Fair.

Platform 10 students showed their work
at the Milan Furniture fair.

Bowl by Yael Mer. One of the results of
the Platform 5 collaboration with Braun.
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Overseas projects will now be a feature of
the masters programme and the Chinese
project run in May 2005 was pioneering.
This is part of the department’s Go Global
initiative and includes a comprehensive set
of web working tools developed by Vasili
Stoumpakos of the Architectural
Association.

The department was successful in
acquiring sponsorship. Projects were run
with the funding of Unilever, Sony and
B&Q. The Dyson Foundation provided six
bursaries for final year projects, now an
annual commitment. IDE was also
successful in gaining an Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council
Collaborative Training Account grant,
valued at over £600,000.

A lecture series ‘Multidisciplinary Design’
launched last year, and hosted by IDE in
the main school theatre continued to
attract a full house of students from all
over the College. The series had a diverse
range of speakers and subjects and
included an industrial designer who was
growing ears of human flesh on the backs
of mice and a scientist hypothesising on
the human need and origins of art. The
series continued to help introduce IDE to
other students around the College.

The IDE studio refurbishment programme
was completed. New scanning/forming
technology funded by the Royal
Commission for the Exhibition of 1851 was
installed and now allows students to
combine hand-modelling techniques with
computer methods for the first time.

The department appointed Karla Bell as a
Senior Research Fellow in sustainability
and environmental design and her first
activity a zero energy or hydrogen vehicle
seminar and research programme was run
with the Vehicle Design Department. Roger
Hibberd from Imperial College increased
his time with the course to three days a
week which is helping to develop stronger
connections with Imperial. 

Professor Tom Barker featured on CNN to
discuss innovation and design and in 2006
he will appear in a Channel 4 programme
about his Smartslab technology company,
to be screened in 2006 which has enabled
Smartslab – an architectural digital display
system to be produced in China and
distributed worldwide. His book about
design is due for publication in early 2006.

An entire year of IDE students went to
Beijing for a collaborative project
which also saw Chinese designers
coming to the UK.

Industrial Design Engineering at The Show.

Peter Brewin and Will Crawford with
their ‘Concrete Canvas’ project which
has won a total of nine awards to date.
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Michael Golembowski’s scanner camera:
a new type of digital camera. This
project explores the use of a scanner
as a digital camera to create unique
representations of motions over time.

Phil Worthington’s Shadow Monsters, a
screen that turns shadow hand puppets
into live animations was a popular exhibit
at The Show: Two.

Stuart Wood and Florian Ortkrass’s
Pixel Roller, a paint roller that uses
digital images.

Vehicle Design

The contribution to industry made by the
Vehicle Design Department continues to be
recognised at the highest levels. Roger
Putnam of Ford Motor Company Ltd recently
commented that ‘There is no doubt the
contribution made by the department to
the advancement of global car design is
significant. One cannot ignore the additional
impact on social mobility. This contribution
is borne out by the numbers of the
department’s alumni who head up the
world’s automotive design studios.’

The pathway curriculum is proving very
successful and development of the
department’s research strategy has led to
an increase of research applications at
MPhil and PhD level. Current researchers
are looking into several areas. We have
two Brazilian students investigating issues
related to public mass transit options and
Sheila Clark, Textiles, is looking at innovative
new fabrics and processes for interiors.
The Post Experience Program this year has
included students from Hyundai, Toyota
and Fuore.

Links with industry continue to flourish and
MA Students engaged in a major industry
project with General Motors, ‘Future MPV
for the New Global Culture’ – another
cross-disciplinary project hosted by the
Vehicle Design Department with students
from Textiles. It culminated in a publication
and exhibition in the College galleries.
Design staff from General Motors, headed
by Simon Cox a former graduate, were so
impressed with the quality of the work they
awarded a total of four prizes which
included internships for both a Textiles and
a Vehicle Design student as well as other
individual cash prizes. The department
continues to grow new links and
collaborations particularly with public and
mass transit organisations, such as
Transport for London, Bombardier and the
Worshipful Company of Carmen, who
awarded a prize for the best piece of pubic
transport in the ‘Urban Flow’ project.  

The department continues to benefit from
generous scholarships and sponsorships
from organisations including Bentley and
Jaguar. General Motors, Nissan, Jaguar,
Bentley and Volkswagen amongst others
offered students from the department
employment. 

Many students completed internships during
the summer vacation period as far a field
as Daihatsu and Toyota in Japan to Audi in
Germany, and also Ford and Bentley in the
UK.

The department has continued to work
closely with the HHRC and InnovationRCA.
Over the last year we have jointly incubated
a revolutionary new driverless bus concept
which began as an HHRA project, and now
with a consortium of specialist partners, is
seeking funding for production development.
Helen Hamlyn Research Associate Serge

Interaction Design

Interaction Design students have explored
a wide range of topics and issues in the
past year from ingenious games and toys
to disturbing reflections on surveillance, piracy
and dysfunctional family life.

In The Show, Pixel Roller, a collaborative
project between Stuart Wood and Florian
Ortkrass (Design Products) was one of this
year’s big hits and has since featured in
exhibitions in the UK, Europe and Asia. Philip
Worthington’s Shadow Monsters were also
very popular and both projects received a
great deal of press and media coverage.

Students have won a number of prestigious
awards and participated in major exhibitions.
Louise Klinker’s ‘CrimeWire’ project won a
NESTA Design Award in the RSA Design
Directions Re-designing States of Mind
section and was shortlisted in the 2005
National Grid Transco Award. Anab Jain and
Stuart Wood won a Design for Our Future
Selves Award. Theo Humphries and Philip
Worthington’s Lapjuicer was included in
Touch Me, an exhibition of interactive design
held at the Victoria and Albert Museum
during summer 2005.

Staff and research students had another
active year. The four graduates who
became Helen Hamlyn Research Associates
in 2004 continue to work on their projects
with excellent success. Megumi Fujikawa
is developing her interactive lighting project
with Philips Design. Tobie Kerridge and
Andy Law have developed Media Mediators
also in collaboration with Philips Design
and Michael Golembewski received an
Audi Design Foundation grant to develop
his scanner camera. Tobie Kerridge, an
Interaction Design Research student and
Nikki Stott (Goldsmithing, Silversmithing,
Metalwork & Jewellery) together with Ian
Thompson, a bioengineer at King’s College
London, received a Partnership for Public
Awareness Award funded by the Engineering
and Physical Science Research Council.
This was to develop their Biojewellery and
take it from the lab into the public arena.
Bas Raijmakers presented his PhD research
into the use of documentary as a design
tool at conferences in the UK.

The department has been succesful in
acquiring sponsorship. Orange, France
Telecom and Mattel all sponsored student
projects in the past year. Students have 
also completed projects run in
collaboration with the Serpentine Gallery,
Science Museum, and Grizedale Arts. 

The year saw significant changes in staffing.
Irene McCara-McWilliams left, and
Professor Anthony Dunne was appointed
as the new Head of Department. Over the
summer the course has been restructured
and new teaching staff have been recruited.
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MA Students engaged in a major industry
project with General Motors Future
MPV for the new Global Culture.

James Moon worked with the British
Antarctic Survey to develop this
environmentally safe, lightweight vehicle
for use in Antarctica. 

e+ Project by Kyung-Min Lee who won
the Seat European Automotive Design
competition. 

Ojea Membrana by Jacobo Dominguez,
winner of the Interior Motives Design
Awards 2004.

Porcher, is working with Visteon on the 
re-design of the car cockpit. The department
also continues in its work with various
liveries and guilds, such as the Worshipful
Company of Coach Makers and Harness
Makers and the Worshipful Company of
Carmen, to focus on city transportation
issues. The department once again exhibited
at the MPH 04 Show in Earl’s Court and
Hot Wheels at the Bank of America in Canary
Wharf. London’s Transport Museum has
also asked staff from the Vehicle Design
Department to propose ideas for their new
‘Future London’ galleries. The department
secured funding for ‘Mobile Healthcare
Strategy and Provision’ in collaboration with
the Helen Hamlyn Research Centre and
the National Patient Safety Agency, to work
on a project re-designing mobile healthcare.

The year saw another memorable lecture
series. Participants included Ian Callum from
Jaguar, Giles Chapman, an author and
journalist at a leading motor magazine,
Carl Henderson from Silvertip Design, Sam
Livingston – Automark tutor, Phil Porter an
automotive historian, and Jonathan Glancey,
architecture critic at the Guardian. 

Student visits included Pilkington Glass, the
Geneva Motor Show, the McLaren exhibition
at the Design Museum, London Transport
Museum's Acton Bus Depot and the Rolls
Royce plant, all of which gave an invaluable
opportunity for students to see design work
and production technologies.  

Frank Heyl made a presentation of his
graduating projects at the Hamburg
International Aircraft Show. Students of the
department were strongly represented in
international prizes. Graduating student
Jacobo Ojea won the Spanish Zigoitia Town
Hall Ideas Contest to create a new building,
and was the overall winner of the Interior
Motives Design Awards 2004, as well as
winning Best Innovation. Other Interior
Motives magazine winners included Antti
Savio, Best Materials Innovation and Oriol
Mogas Bartomeu, Best Use of Technology.
Julio Lozano Benlloch and Leslie Lau won
the Pilkington Glass Awards for innovative
use of glazing and Best Design Interpretation
Award respectively, and James Moon
received the Motor Centenary Bursary Award
from The Worshipful Company of
Coachmakers and Harness Makers and also
won the Worshipful Company of Carmen
Transport Design Award, presented at the
annual Cart Marking event in July. Kyung
Min Lee won the Seat European
Automotive Design competition. 

Head of Department Dale Harrow was invited
by the DTI to speak in Japan and China
and judged the RSA Design Directions
Awards. He also spoke to the Architecture
Club along with fellow guest speakers,
including Peter Hendy from Transport for
London (now Chairman of the Intergrated
Transport Commission). He has been
regularly featured on television and radio
programmes as an expert advisor on car
related issues and has just finished a ten 

week television series with the Discovery
Channel as an expert presenter.

David Ahmad continued work with Fiat to
develop conceptual designs, and was
awarded a Teaching and Learning Fellowship
from the RCA to develop innovative methods
and practices for teaching in this field. 

Helen Evenden curated two exhibits for the
Design Museum. She was responsible for
the concept and selection of material for a
room about the design achievements of
McLaren F1 (including a racing car, a wind
tunnel model, an engine, exhaust pipes,
film footage etc) which featured in the
European Design Show. She also selected
exhibits for the Best of British Car Design
at the Designing Modern Britain exhibition.
Exhibits included Mini, Morris Minor, Bond
Bug, Jaguar e-type, Moulton bikes and the
Chopper bike. Helen is currently writing a
book on transport design for the Victoria
and Albert Museum, intended for the V&A
Contemporary Series which is due to be
published in 2007. A most enjoyable
commission for her, as when she was a
student at the RCA she was the Friends of
the V&A Scholar on the History of Design
course. The Research Development Fund
has supported the project with funding for
research assistance.

Helen Evenden and Dale Harrow worked on
a multi-disciplinary studio project looking
at future designs for London’s transport, in
collaboration with the Architecture
Department. 

Visiting Professor Dr Andrew Nahum, Senior
Curator from the Science Museum curated
an exhibition entitled Inside the Spitfire
which opened at the beginning of August.
He has also written two books – the revised
editions of Frank Whittle and the Jet
Revolution, and Alec Issigonis and the Mini.

The influence of the department’s graduates
continues to be felt in the industry at its
highest levels. Max Missioni (2002) a leading
young designer is at Volkswagen; Moray
Callum (1982) remains Chief Designer,
Mazda, Japan; Jeff Upex (1975) remains
Head of Design, Landrover premiered the
new Discovery and concept Storm Trooper
models; Alex Melville (1993) and Mark
Lloyd (1986) were credited with the Citron
Airlounge concept, and ex-graduates were
promoted into senior positions in the
industry including Martin Smith (1973) who
became Chief Designer of Ford Europe
and launched Jaguar’s ALC at Geneva,
Marek Reichman (1991) who became Head
of Design at Aston Martin. Also two students
launched a new consultancy – Fenomenon
– with their redesign of the Stratos at the
Geneva Motor Show; it is now in pre-
production with a launch date in 2006.
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Communication Art & Design

Students benefited from a number of
projects, prizes and scholarships in 2004/5.
Sophie Clements won first prize in the
prestigious international Adobe Partners by
Design Awards, and travelled to New York
to receive the prize of cash and software.
The Quentin Blake Narrative Illustration
Award was won by Salvatore Rubbino, and
this year’s prestigious Parallel Prize was
awarded to Jonathan Houlding. Second
year student Hannah Murgatroyd won the
college-wide Man Group Portfolio Prize for
Drawing; Chris Pearson won the Graham &
Brown Wallpaper competition with a
technically innovative animated wallpaper.
Catell Ronca won a competition to design
stamps for the Royal Mail celebrating the
UK’s rich ethnic diversity; the five stamps
designed by Catell were subsequently
selected for issue, and are currently in use.

Students visited a wide variety of places
on study-leave, funded by the department,
including Hong Kong, California, Italy, Berlin,
Russia, Scandinavia and the Canary Islands.
Second year students Alex Bettler and
Helen Walker visited Belorus, where they
ran workshops at the University of Art and
Culture in the capital Minsk.

2004 graduate Thea Swayne worked as a
Helen Hamlyn Research Associate, on a
project focused on information design for
patient safety.

Students took part in a performance on 
the beach at Aldeburgh as part of the
International Music Festival. Titled The
Restless Earth, this multimedia event with
a strong environmental theme was the
result of collaboration between the RCA,
the Guildhall School of Music, local schools,
choirs and young offenders groups. The
department also contributed an electronic
performance at the Dana Centre on Exhibition
Road Music Day.

Head of Department, Professor Dan Fern
contributed a number of works to an Arts
Council-funded exhibition titled In All
Directions, organised by the Tate Gallery;

Animation

The Animation Department has been very
active this past year. Staff and students’
work has been used by high profile clients,
institutions and screened at international
film festivals. 2004 graduate Matt Abbis’
new film, Invasion was shown on Channel
4 recently, just after the 7pm news. Monika
Forsberg’s film His Passionate Bride was
also screened on Channel 4 and won a
first prize at the Granada Film Festival as
well as being nominated for a BAFTA award.
Sean Miles, Jason Jameson and Robert
Milnes’ collectively known as ‘Model Robot’,
produced clips for Nickelodeon’s recent re-
branding. They are also working on a video
for the band Alfie and a music promo for
Psaap.

Milo Waterfield, Max Hattler and Richard
Jousiffe won the discreet 2D prize at the E-
magiciens Festival in France, for their
contribution to Chained Animation. Laura
Heit and Alys Hawkins were awarded the
AIR scheme (Animator-in-Residence) at
Bradford Museum of Film and Photography.

Fish Never Sleep by Galle Denis a 2003
graduate and Poor God by Matt Abbis,
were shown on a big screen at London’s
‘Reclaim The Beach’ party hosted by Ken
Livingston. Graduate Steve May is currently
making a new film and directing a series
for BBC3. Other graduate successes include
Ebba Erizon’s film Catgirl which was used
by the band Radiohead for their Most
Lying Mouth DVD and was screened during
their concerts at the Royal Festival Hall.

Animation students have worked on a new
collaborative project, partly funded by
UNESCO titled ‘Big Small People’. This has
resulted in a series of short films about
children’s rights and these films will be
premiered in Tel Aviv in November. First year
students worked with the National Sound
Archive and used the resources of the Oral
History Dialects catalogue in their projects,
with excellent results.

Staff also continue to maintain a high profile.
Tutor, Ruth Lingford has been invited to
Harvard as a visiting artist where she will
be teaching as well as developing a new
project. Tim Webb’s film A is for Autism
has been released on DVD by the British
Film Institute. Professor Joan Ashworth’s
film How Mermaids Breed continues to be
shown at festivals worldwide. Tutor Joe
King’s film Survey has also screened at
various international festivals and he has
also had a solo exhibition of film and prints
in Brick Lane, London.

School of 
Communication

Tutor, Tim Webb’s film A is for Autism
has been released on DVD by the British
Film Institute.

Ebba Erizon’s film Catgirl was used by
the band Radiohead on their Most Lying
Mouth DVD and was screened during
concerts at the Royal Festival Hall.

Sean Miles, Jason Jameson and Robert
Milnes collectively known as ‘Model
Robot’, produced clips for Nickelodeon’s
recent re-branding.

Moron by Milo Waterfield who won a
2D prize at the E-magiciens Festival in
France.
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the exhibition, which will tour a number of
venues in the UK, features work by artists
and illustrators whose work draws inspiration
from the experience of travel. Artists include
Edward Ardizzone, Honore Daumier,
Giandomenico Tiepolo, Pierre Bonnard, Linda
Kitson and Huntley-Muir, as well as Visiting
Professor Quentin Blake, who selected the
images for the exhibition.

Professor of Illustration Andrzej Klimowski
exhibited alongside four other Polish graphic
artists in a show titled Topor et Cie: a
tribute to Roland Topor’s black humour, in
Aix-en-Provence, as part of the Polish Year
of Culture.

Deputy Head of Department Jeff Willis
designed a book titled Shakespeare’s Advice
to the Players for Oberon Books; the book,
written by the eminent director Sir Peter
Hall, explains Hall’s directing approach to
actors performing Shakespeare’s work.

Senior Tutor Jon Wozencroft collaborated
with contemporary electronic musician
Fennesz as well as classical composers
Musiques Nouvelles at the STUK festival in
Leuven, Belgium. 

Taxis in New York by Salvatore
Rubbino who won the The Quentin
Blake Narrative Illustration Award

Hannah Murgatroyd won the college-
wide Man Group Portfolio Prize for
Drawing.

One of the five stamps designed by
Catell Ronca for the Royal Mail.

Look at Your Walls – animated wallpaper
by Christopher Pearson which also
incorporates a design by William Morris.
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A 2003 graduate, Erdem Moralioglu won
Fashion Fringe this year. Erdem received a
prize of £100,000, support and the chance
to present a collection at London Fashion
Week in February 2006. Other high profile
competition winners include Marcus Wilmont,
a 2005 Menswear graduate who won an
international graduate competition ‘Its #4’
in Trieste, Italy. His prize is 20,000 Euros
and the chance to show his collection next
year. Also 2004 graduate Jennifer Whitty
was a finalist at Mittelmoda in Grado, Italy.

The department built a strong profile
through the work of both students and staff.
Student work was exhibited in the UK and
internationally including, Trieste Italy, V&A
London, and Comme des Garçon’s shop,
Dover Street Market in London. Visiting
practicing professionals included David
Bradshaw, Sheilagh Brown, Giles Deacon,
Betty Jackson, David Kappo, Colin
MacDowell, Uscha Pohl, Ted Polhemus,
Charlie Porter, Andrew Tucker, and Tristan
Webber. Several members of staff worked
with other institutions as external examiners
and guest lecturers, building links within
the Higher Education Sector in the UK and
internationally. The expertise of staff
continued to be recognised and resulted in
numerous invitations to serve on competition
juries. Members of staff raised the profile
of the department through involvement at:
Premier Vision Fabric Fair, Paris; Pitti Filati
Yarn Fair and Linea Pelle, Florence. Professor
Wendy Dagworthy judged design
competitions in Shanghai, as well as visiting
other international colleges. 

Staff continued to be active in both research
and professional practice. Henrietta Goodden
pursued her own research into ‘The
Camouflage Directorate and its Relationship
with the RCA’, which will culminate in a
book to be published next year.  Sarah
Dallas worked with the Bath Museum of
Costume Knitwear Archive and on a new
book, titled Sarah Dallas: Knitting published
by Rowan in 2005. Professor Wendy
Dagworthy is embarking on new research –
‘The Forgotten Generation: A Study of the
London Fashion Industry Between
1968–1989’, which will hopefully culminate
in an exhibition and publication. Ike Rust
was an invited panel member of the
‘Monsieur! Style Lounge’ evening at the
V&A. He researched approaches to learning
menswear design at postgraduate level
and was awarded a Teaching and Learning
Fellowship by the RCA. He is currently
designing menswear for the launch of a
new outerwear collection by Gloverall.
Along with Heather Holford, he also designs
for Anne Tyrell Design. Professor Wendy
Dagworthy worked as a consultant for Betty
Jackson, Karen Boyd designed womenswear
for Jaeger and Henrietta Goodden acted
as a consultant to Pentagram.

Fashion Menswear and 
Fashion Womenswear

The last year has been an excellent year for
collaborations. The Fashion Department has
maintained its impressive links with industry
and developed new strategic partnerships.
A particularly beneficial partnership
established last year was with Imperial
College London and Umbro; Menswear and
Womenswear students worked in
collaboration with Material Science PhD
students from Imperial to create new and
innovative sportswear technologies. Other
projects include the Miss Selfridge design
competition. This year the theme was ‘Going
Back to Our Roots’ and was won by Eudon
Choi who will have his winning design
produced and sold in stores. The Show:
Fashion showcased the Swarovski sponsored
Costume Society Ruby Anniversary project,
for which first year Fashion Womenswear
and Goldsmithing, Silversmithing, Metalwork
and Jewellery students created designs
with a fusion of fabric and gem. The
winners were Sooin Lee of Fashion and
Jasmine Arnold of GSM&J. The department
collaborated again with United Arrows. The
project titled ‘Sincerely Yours’ was won by
Womenswear student Stuart McMillan who
also won the International Flavours &
Fragrances Project. Bower Roebuck also
set another tailoring project and produced
individual fabrics for the two winners.

This year a new relationship began with
Philips who presented an award at the
Fashion Gala for the Best Collections; won
by Tove Christensen for Womenswear and
Marcus Wilmont for Menswear. Philips will
also be sponsoring a major new project in
the coming year. Other sponsored projects
were the Fashion & Textiles joint Unilever
‘Dirt is Good’ project, in which Niall Sloan,
Lorna Burt, Emma McCorqodale and
Louise Shewry were winners. Fashion
students were finalists in the college-wide
projects for UNIQLO and Garrard, and as
part of the Levi’s project Joanne Kay and
Aitor Throup exhibited their winning work
at the Levi’s Cinch Store in London.

The Show: Fashion was once again well
attended and Guests of Honour at the
Fashion Gala included Bryan Ferry, Suggs,
Giles Deacon, Lord Snowdon and Hamish
Bowles of American Vogue. Graduates
continue to be successful in gaining
employment with high profile names in the
fashion industry. 2005 saw Womenswear
graduates going on to work with labels
Alberta Ferretti, Max & Co, Nike, Burberry,
Michiko Koshino and Christopher Fischer
NY. Menswear graduates are now working
with Puma, Balenciaga, Levi’s and Valentino.
Rui Leonardes, whose collection of high
heels for men won much press attention at
The Show: Fashion, is now working for
Alexander McQueen and David La Chapelle.

School of Fashion
and Textiles

Tove Christensen won Best
Womenswear Collection in a new
award sponsored by Philips.

Marcus Wilmont won a Philips award
for Best Menswear. 

Design by Eudon Choi who won the
Miss Selfridge competition.
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Lodge and Emma Hayward, and Osbourne
and Little gave their bursary to Katherine
Loudoun-Shand.

As in previous years, the Textile Department
was delighted to have the opportunity to
collaborate with Vehicle Design in the
General Motors Design project. The students
found it challenging and stimulating to work
in teams, and Priti Veja from first year Woven
Textiles was awarded a special prize to
visit General Motors in Detroit as a result.

In June, five of the second year students
were nominated for Texprint 2005 and were
invited to exhibit in the London preview.
Kanako Kajihara, Nancy Kelly, Rebecca
Shaw, Tamasyn Gambell and Maxine Sutton
also exhibited at the Indigo Design Show
in Paris. During the show Kanako and
Nancy were awarded special prizes for
‘Breaking New Ground’ and ‘Knitted Textiles’
with a subsequent trip and opportunity to
exhibit at Interstoff Asia in Hong Kong.

We were delighted to welcome Dr Joan
Farrer as Research Tutor in January 2005
and she has already generated an energy
and passion for research amongst both
staff and students. Anne Toomey was
appointed as Deputy Head of Textiles and
Professor Clare Johnston was made a
Business Fellow of InnovationRCA. She
also presented a paper at the Sixth
International Shibouri Symposium in Tokyo
last year and worked as a Design Consultant
for Liberty Fabrics, B&Q and Castorama.
Karen Nicol had a solo exhibition in
Chicago at SOFA, courtesy of the Rebecca
Hossack Gallery. Freddie Robins curated
the ‘Knit 2 Together’ exhibition for the
Crafts Counci which brought in the highest
number of visitors for any contemporary
show by the Crafts Council. Freddie also
had a residency at the SPHN Galerie in
Berlin. Anne Toomey travelled extensively
visiting international textile shows including
Textil & Premiere Vision. Sarah Dallas
continued to work with Bath Costume
Museum. Philippa Watkins in her role as
Textile Editor of WGSN travelled extensively
visiting international trade fairs and the
USA to investigate the cotton process. 

We were proud to honour important textile
designers at Convocation this year. Anne
Sutton was made a Senior Fellow, Mary
Restiaux, an Honorary Fellow and Sheila
Clark was made a Fellow.

The year culminated in an excellent exhibition
of student work at The Show:Two,
demonstrating the breadth of skill, depth of
knowledge and extraordinary creativity of
last years talented group of students.

Printed and Constructed Textiles

In autumn 2005 members of the department
attended an away-day event to re-evaluate
the direction of Textiles at the RCA. The
result was a re-energised department with
a new vision and strategy for the future of
the course. The focus of the department’s
work and research will be on ‘Design for
Body and Space’ and the aim is to give
postgraduate Textiles a clearer relevance
and a broader context. 

The department celebrated student
achievements in college-wide competitions
this year. The first prize in the Graham &
Brown Wallpaper Competition was awarded
to Erica Wakerley from second year Printed
Textiles. The outright winner of the Garrard
Design competition was Teresa Collard,
second year Knitted Textiles student, with
a special award to Claire Canning from
second year Printed Textiles for the printed
backdrop she created for Garrard’s West
End shop window. Kanako Kajihara, Woven
Textiles, was a winner of the UNIQLO T-shirt
competition and Rowan Mersh, Mixed Media
Textiles won the UK Mercury Music Design
Award, for his dramatic design incorporating
recycled CDs.

There were many industry projects including
the ‘George Spencer Woven Furnishing’
project won by Jonathan Michaud and Priti
Veja. The ‘Dorma Bedroom Textile’ project
was won by Caroline Till from Printed
Textiles and Angela Cassidy, from Knitted
Textiles. We were delighted to have Sir
Terence Conran as the judge for this award.
The ‘John Lewis Partnership Interior’ project
was won by Graham Tait and Nicola
Lagan. Worth Global Style Network also
set a  fashion fabric trend project for the
fourth consecutive year which was won by
Printed Textiles student, Alexandra Stasic.

Charitable awards for achievement were
given by the Dyers Company to Corinna
Triantifylldis, Vicky Fong, Scarlet Oliver and
Katie Barton. The Haberdashers Company
awarded prizes to Aleksandra Stasic, Alice

High heels for men by Rui Leonardes

Nancy Kelly, Constructed Textiles who
was awarded a Knit prize at Texprint.

Rowan Mersh, Mixed Media Textiles
won the Mercury Music Design Award.

Claire Canning, Printed Textiles created
this print for Garrard’s West End shop
window.

Erica Wakerley, Printed Textiles won
the Graham & Brown Wallpaper
Competition.
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Photography

Amongst the achievements of the
Photography Department’s 37 MA and eight
Research students were Katrin Greiner and
Amuzuam Quawson who were shortlisted
for the influential New Contemporaries
exhibition: Amuzuam was also selected for
the forthcoming Tate Triennale. Runa Islam,
an MPhil graduate participated in the 2005
Venice Biennale with a film work which
was critically well received. MA students
Sarah Pickering and Carrie Levy were
selected for the 2005 East exhibition, curated
by the well known iconoclastic artist Gustav
Metzger. Carrie also completed a substantial
photo essay entitled 51 Months, published
by Trolley Ltd. Ricarda Roggan had a one
person show in the new galleries of the
Leipzig Art Museum, accompanied by the
publication of a substantial monograph. Jo
Longhurst , PhD student, had a one person
show as part of the well established Arles
Photography Festival and was nominated
for the Discovery Prize, showcasing
emerging artists.

Alice Finbow won the European Leica Prize,
a competition and thematic exhibition entitled
La Lenteur (Slowness) made in collaboration
with the Ecole Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs
in Paris. The Jury included independent
curator Mark Haworth Booth, artist, Sarah
Jones and writer David Campany.

Danielle Mourning won the IT’S4 Photography
Prize in Trieste, an international photography
award with entries from selected art and
design schools. The jury included
representatives of the agency Art and
Commerce, New York and of the design
research institute Fabrica in Italy.

Sponsored by Nikon UK, a group of
students worked as research assistants on
the archive and exhibition of Jim Lee, a
fashion photographer who made significant
editorial work in the 1960s and 70s. A
portfolio of the work is now in the collection
of the Victoria and Albert Museum. Martin
Clark was selected for a student exchange
with the Photography Department of the
New York School of Visual Arts. This is a
new annual exchange opportunity for a
period of six to eight weeks, which in its
inaugural year proved particularly successful
and productive.

As in previous years, Land Securities and
the Grosvenor Estate offered photographic
commissions, followed by an exhibition to
students selected by a jury. For the second
time the Hoopers Gallery curated an RCA
photography summer show, which was
comprehensively reviewed in The Times
newspaper. All graduating students produced
a catalogue available for The Show, which
included a text by psychoanalyst and
writer Darian Leader. They also secured a
sponsorship from Barclays Bank Ltd which
covered the printing costs. 

Painting

The Painting Department had another active
year with students exhibiting in high profile
projects nationally and internationally. The
Show again attracted interest from several
‘premier league’ galleries in continental
Europe as well as London. 

Shortly after convocation Varda Caivano
had a solo exhibition at Victoria Miro, where
she was heralded as a ‘major new talent’.
Many other convocants have solo and
group exhibitions coming up at galleries
which specialise in emergent art in London
and abroad. Lali Chetwynd was one of the
shortlisted artists selected for the Becks
Futures competition. Three of the four
finalists for the Royal Overseas League
International competition 2005 had Painting
Department connections. Professional
practice continues to be a vital element of
the department. Current students have
‘self-curated’ several shows in temporary
spaces in London.

Probably the most prestigious achievement
this year is the shortlisting of Gillian Carnegie
for the 2005 Turner Prize. Gillian left the
Painting Department in 1997.

Due to the generosity of John Minton the
department was able to organise and
subsidise a study visit to Madrid. We have
also received support for our forthcoming
Interim Show from Amlin PLC who have
awarded two very generous purchase prizes
for the past six years.

Staff achievements have been many and
diverse. Dawn Mellor exhibited in Milan,
David Rayson was in the Garden Show at
Tate Britain and John Strutton had another
exhibition in Zurich. John Strutton is co-
founder of the ‘cult’ space ‘39’ in London
which had much media attention recently.
John is also still involved in the influential
Band of Nod. Professor Graham Crowley
had a solo exhibition at Beaux Arts in London.
He was again selected for the prestigious
John Moores 23/Liverpool Biennale. Professor
Crowley also visited New Zealand where
he undertook a lecture tour of art schools,
colleges and universities. We are also very
excited by the appointment of the renowned
philosopher, writer and broadcaster Jonathan
Rée as Visiting Professor to the Painting
Department.

Over 350 people applied to the department
for one of 23 places. Time Out carried a
feature advising potential investors to visit
our Final and Interim Shows. Various media
(broadsheet, radio, television etc) have often
referred to the department as ‘pre-eminent’
at a time when it is generally accepted that
standards of education at undergraduate
level are declining.

School of 
Fine Art

Night Theatre, Bull and Dog
(oil on canvas) by Elinor Evans

Hut (gloss on board) by Adam Latham

Me, Me, Me (oil on canvas) 
by Thomas Kratz
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Nahoko Kudo was an associate researcher
in the department, as recipient of an artist
fellowship awarded by the Japanese
Government Overseas Study programme.
She investigated the relation between touch,
language and photography and researched
the possibilities of representing the
experience of seeing the Northern Lights.

Academic staff’s research output included
the book Sounding the Event: Escapades
in Dialogue and Matters of Art, Nature and
Time by Yve Lomax, which was published
by IB Tauris; a portfolio of prints by Peter
Kennard was acquired by the Victoria and
Albert Museum; Rut Blees Luxemburg
collaborated with a composer and
philosopher to create the opera My Suicides
which was performed at the Institute of
Contemporary Arts, London; Francette
Pacteau had the Turkish translation of her
book The Symptom of Beauty published;
Olivier Richon showed his Photographic
Allegories in the exhibition Trilogia at the
Galleria Civica, Modena, alongside painter
Mimmo Paladino and sculptor Richard
Artschwager. 

The department’s research culture promotes
the relation between practice, theory and
criticism. Thanks to our ongoing Theory
seminars and to the Critical & Historical
Studies programme, seven graduating MA
students received a distinction for their
dissertation. 

Carrie Levy completed a substantial
photo essay entitled 51 Months,
published by Trolley Ltd.

Kathrin Griener was shortlisted for 
the influential New Contemporaries
exhibition.

Rut Blees Luxemburg collaborated
with a composer and philosopher to
create the opera My Suicides which
was performed at the ICA, London.

Alice Finbow won the European Leica
Prize, a competition and thematic
exhibition entitled La Lenteur (Slowness)
made in collaboration with the Ecole
Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in Paris.
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The impression of Miss Isotope
by Stine Ljungdalh (Lightjet Photograph).

In Between an Eye and a Piece Of
Paper by Japanese woodcut master,
Katsutoshi Yuasa who studied at the
RCA last year.

Installation: Bananas & Sweetcorn by
Jonathan Narachinron.

Dwelling by Doug White who was
shortlisted for the Jerwood Sculpture
Prize and has been commissioned by
Sculpture at Goodwood to make a
work for the park.

Sculpture

Students from the Sculpture Department
had considerable success winning a number
of high profile awards and contributing to
leading exhibitions and collections. Doug
White was shortlisted for the Jerwood
Sculpture Prize, exhibited in the Jerwood
Drawing exhibition and has been
commissioned by Sculpture at Goodwood
to make a work for the park. Boo Ritson
was taken on by the David Risley Gallery
and has shown there. Peter Maltz currently
has an exhibition and commission in Spain
and Matt Golden exhibited at Flowers Central
in the Artist For a Day series. 

In The Show, students presented sculpture
ranging from the intimate and small-scale
to very large. Highlights included Peter
Maltz’s piece made of 300 white tiles, 200
bars of soap, 80kg of grout, 15 bath towels
and two large mirrors, entitled Lying in the
Bath thinking of Massacre of the Innocents.
Doug White used two tonnes of exploded
lorry tyres from Belize in his sculpture
Dwelling and a tree-fern stump from New
Zealand in Fibrosa. There were installation
pieces and screen-based works as well as
numerous 3D sculpture objects.

The year was a busy one for Sculpture
staff as well. Kate Davis had a solo show
at Fred Gallery,and the Economist Plaza in
London. Keith Wilson had large solo shows
at Cannizaro Park, Wimbledon, Milton
Keynes Gallery and Kells Priory in Kells,
Ireland. He is currently showing at the
Economist Plaza. Professor Glynn Williams
also showed work in the Survey of British
Sculpture at Beaux Arts Gallery London;
Sculpture, Time & Process at the Study
Gallery in Poole; Sotheby’s new
Contemporary Sculpture Park in Billingshurst;
Sculpture in the Planning, Sculpture in the
Making, an exhibition of sculptors’ maquettes
at the Atkinson Gallery, Somerset; and To
and For, an exhibition of Sculptors’ drawings
at the Metropole Gallery, Folkestone.
Richard Rome showed work at the Highlands
University, Las Vegas, New Mexico;
Sotherby’s Contemporary Sculpture Park,
Billingshurst and at the Royal Society of
British Sculptors’ Inside Annual at the RBS
Gallery, London.

Printmaking

The Printmaking Department achieved a
high profile throughout 2004/5 and made
significant progress with its ambitions.
Highlights included the lecture and visit by
eminent American printmaker Ken Tyler
who, through his Gemini workshop published
many of the great names of American
printmaking including Rauschenberg, Stella,
Lichtenstein and Rosenquist. He has
subsequently agreed to become our Visiting
Professor and will be with us in January 2006.

In April 2005 the department took a stand
at the London Original Print Fair at the Royal
Academy of the Arts, Burlington Gardens
to launch three new lithographic editions
donated by Paula Rego as well as Tra-Digital,
a set of prints by staff and students. The
five day event was an outstanding success
in terms of sales and promotion of the
College. We also published a print by
Japanese woodcut master Katsutoshi
Yuasa who was a student at the RCA last
year and was subsequently awarded a
prize at the Clifford Chance Print Awards.
The audience for the London Original Print
Fair is international and we were exhibiting
alongside the world’s major print galleries
and dealers. A set of our Paula Rego Life
Room prints were purchased by the Museum
of Modern Art in New York.

Professor Chris Orr was co-curator of the
Royal Academy Summer Show which had
a special emphasis on print and the multiple.
Over 30 artists (students, alumni, visitors
and staff) who are connected to the
department were included in the show,
reaching an audience of over 75,000 visitors. 

The Show was rated as one of the best of
recent years and generated a lot of interest
from individuals and corporate collectors.
There was a high degree of professionalism
in presentation and an amazing variety of
content and method from hand-produced
woodcut to light jet computer generated
imagery. The department’s aim to exemplify
the dialogue between traditional print
values and new electronic processes was
eloquently displayed. Many of the
graduates achieved exhibiting opportunities,
and Amanda Couch won the Jerwood
Drawing Prize.

Staff had an active year with their own work.
Dick Jewell exhibitied at the Venice Biennale,
Bob Matthews had a solo show in San
Francisco, Mark Hampson had an exhibition
at the Kaze Gallery, Tokyo, Jo Stockham
showed in Ways of Seeing curated by
Marina Warner at Compton Verney, Ann-
Marie LeQuesne organised her annual
group photograph Double Exposure in
London and Helsinki. Chris Orr had a solo
show, Shark Fin City, in London and
exhibited work in Beijing and Shanghai.
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Peter Maltz’s Lying in the Bath Thinking
of Massacre of the Innocents. 

Low Council (wood, perspex,paper,
paint) by Owen Bullet.

Drawing London, a new addition to the
Drawing Studio programme was very
successful and has become a regular
Drawing Studio event.

Esemplastic Tuesdays, where free
improvised music, poetry, drawing 
and sound interact is an established
and popular Drawing Studio class 
with students and guests.

Drawing Studio

The number of students making use of the
Drawing Studio continues to increase. During
the course of 2004/5 the studio provided a
wide range of workshops and events as
part of its remit to raise the awareness of
the importance of drawing and its relevance
to art and design practice. Course specific
workshops were carried out in consultation
with Heads of Department or Senior Tutors
alongside well-attended college-wide
workshops and evening classes open to all
students and staff. 

The evening classes were in high demand
throughout. The Restart class, an introduction
to the basic elements of drawing designed
for those students who feel the need to
build up confidence in drawing was a
particular success. The Drawing the Body
figure drawing classes were in particular
demand and were kept interesting by the
variety of tutors and their different
approaches.

Esemplastic Tuesdays, where free
improvised music, poetry, drawing and sound
interact is an established and popular Drawing
Studio class with students and guests
making visible the sonic and atmospheric
landscapes with enthusiasm and sensitivity.
Ben Watson’s radio programme, ‘Late Lunch
With Out To Lunch’, on Resonance FM
(104.4) continues to broadcast the sonic
highlights of this class.

The Natural Forms drawing class run by
John Norris-Wood continues to generate
interest and like all of our classes has an
inclusive and warm atmosphere. The
Anatomy course was again popular with
students. Taught by experts in anatomy for

artists, with its mixture of off-site visits and
studio workshops, continues to deliver an
interesting and engaging programme. The
Facial Reconstruction course was very
popular and was over subscribed.

Amelia Johnstone’s Monday drawing class
with its Le Gun days was a successful new
addition and will be continuing. Drawing
London, another new addition to the Drawing
Studio programme was very successful.
This was an experiment and has now
become another regular Drawing Studio
event. This class is off-site, so leaves the
Drawing Studio free to run other classes in
parallel. We also liaised with the Students’
Union to put on occasional drawing gigs in
the RCafé and we continue to put on
occasional experimental workshops such
as Tactile Impressions and Stitching Time.

The Man Drawing Prize was successful with
a diverse range of work submitted and the
exhibition of entries was popular with the
students. Also the prize was raised by £500
to £5,000.

This year the Drawing Studio also welcomed
a new Drawing Research Tutor, Margarita
Gluzberg.
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formerly Head of Conservation at the British
Museum, was appointed as external examiner
for the MA final exams. 

The Friends of the V&A continued their
financial support for the department and
their bursary was awarded to Louise Parris,
a first year MA student from Barbados
studying the conservation of metalwork with
other materials in the V&A. The Ronald E
Compton Scholarship was awarded to
Melissa Gunter, a second year MA student
from the USA.

Curating Contemporary Art

The opportunity to realise curatorial projects
in the real world is an essential part of the
experience offered by the MA programme,
Curating Contemporary Art.  Each autumn
students moving into their second and final
year on the course work together to
present a small-scale exhibition or project
in a venue or venues outside the College,
with support from a fund set up in memory
of the curator Monique Beudert (1950-99).
In October 2004 the 13 CCA students
worked with the Mexican artist Pablo
Helguera and the Instituto de la Telenovela
to develop an exhibition for the Lawrence
O’Hana Gallery in Hoxton and a lecture
performance at the Old Operating Theatre
of St Thomas’s Hospital. Through these
two events Helguera extended his
longstanding investigation of Latin American
soap operas, ‘telenovelas’ to embrace
Britain’s own more gritty and downbeat
version of this phenomenon, EastEnders.
The exhibition, Los del Este/EastEnders (a
modest proposal) included models that
transposed the world of Albert Square into
the cities of Latin America, Asia, India and
Eastern Europe – all enthusiastic
consumers of the telenovela.

The Monique Beudert project leads directly
into preparations for the final CCA exhibition,
which is again curated collaboratively by all
second year students, and which occupies
the RCA galleries for a month each year.
From 8 April – 1 May 2005, the exhibition
Do Not Interrupt Your Activities presented
a range of work that addressed the
possibility of actions to change, or at least
amend, the world.  As in previous years,
the selection of artists was international,
introducing many artists whose work is
little known in Britain. Video work by
Johanna Billing, Pavel Braila, Deimantas
Narkevicius and Jesper Just was presented,
with interventions by Leopold Kessler,
Michael Rakowitz, Giorgio Sadotti, Roman
Ondák and Emily Jacir, and installations by
David Hatcher and Song Dong. This was
also the first CCA exhibition in which
performance and live art played a central
role, presented as an integral part of the
exhibition and of the accompanying
catalogue. Sachiko Abe’s striking
performance installation occupied the
galleries for the duration of the exhibition and
an energetic programme of live events
opened with Harrell Fletcher’s day-long
Come Together and included performances
by Lali Chetwynd, Robin Deacon, Richard
Dedomenici, Kim Coleman and Jenny
Hogarth, Reader, Yara El-Sherbini, Christian
Sievers, Kate Stannard, Talkaoke and Mark
Wayman. The substantial exhibition catalogue
provided the first published text for many
of the younger artists working in live art and
performance and was especially welcomed
for this reason.   

In 2003/4, during Teresa Gleadowe’s
absence on sabbatical, CCA introduced
the idea of engaging a visiting curator to
mentor the curatorial group through the

Conservation

The academic year was marked by the
relatively large number of graduates from
the department – five MA, one MPhil and
one PhD. These included our first specialist
in the conservation of natural history collections.
The quality of the department’s teaching
and the place it occupies within the profession
was recognised again by the shortlisting of
Emma Schmuecker, a 2004 graduate for
the UK’s Student Conservator of the Year
Award. Emma’s studies were carried out in
collaboration with The Museum of London.

The department continued to address the
needs of the profession by offering practising
conservators the opportunity to study and
incorporate their employment within their
practical training. Additionally a new MA
collaboration was developed with Historic
Royal Palaces and discussions are under
way to develop specialist courses in
preventive conservation and in conservation
science.

During the year staff continued to review
and improve the quality of teaching and
support provided. A one day training event
was held for our collaborating supervisors,
led by a tutor from the Centre for Learning
and Teaching in Art and Design. Teaching
on the MA course was augmented by
practical science workshops based in the
Victoria and Albert Museum’s studios and
elements were introduced to the course to
help address students’ perception of
distance from the rest of the College – a
continuing problem. And the timing of
exams within the academic calendar was
also adjusted to make better use of study
and teaching time available towards the
end of the year.

Students delivered a lively and successful
symposium to an invited audience of
conservation professionals. This was
reviewed in Conservation News of the
United Kingdom Institute for Conservation
and students contributed papers and
presentations to a number of journals and
conferences. One of our V&A based MA
students appeared, thinly disguised, in
Leslie Forbes’ ‘Given Leave to Remain’ in
the V&A Magazine in Summer 2005. The
first year study trip to Rome coincided with
the death of Pope John Paul II. Students
undertook a full programme, including
meetings at Capitoline Museums, the
Istituto Centrale per il Restauro, National
Museum of Etruscan Art, and the International
Centre for the Study of the Preservation
and Restoration of Cultural Property.

Dr Vincent Daniels was employed for a
further two years as a Research Fellow to
study the fading of black-dyed wool and
Dr Bracker completed her appointment as
a Research Fellow. Dr Andrew Oddy,

School of 
Humanities

Melissa Gunter, Conservation’s first
specialist in the conservation of natural
history collections.

Emma Schmuecker, a 2004 graduate
won the UK’s Student Conservator of
the Year Award. 

Martina Margetts contributed to the
book Re:form – the New Scandinavian
Crafts, published in Sweden.
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conception and realisation of their exhibition
(in that first year the Swedish curator Anders
Kreuger was invited to join the department
for four months). In 2004/5 this precedent
was followed with an invitation to the Berlin-
based curator and writer Astrid Mania, who
joined the department in November 2004
and stayed until May 2005. As Anders had
done, Astrid contributed new perspectives
and expertise, generously sharing with the
student group her experience of exhibition
making, writing and editing, her knowledge
of artists and of exhibition protocols. 

As a result of research undertaken by Teresa
Gleadowe during her sabbatical, CCA this
year developed two exemplary public
events with external partners. The first,
entitled Curating in the Black Diaspora,
was a symposium held on 14 June 2005 at
Tate Modern, organised in collaboration
with Dominic Willsdon of Tate Modern and
including presentations by Thelma Golden,
Simon Njami and David A Bailey. The second,
at the Royal College of Art on 8 July 2005,
was a public conference on Art in the Public
Realm, organised in collaboration with the
Serpentine Gallery and with funding from
the Fondation de France and Arts Council
England, with presentations by four
distinguished international curators, Tom
van Gestel of SKOR in Amsterdam, Nelson
Brissac of Arte/Cidade, São Paulo, Franck
Larcade of Consonni, Bilbao and Anastassia
Makridou-Bretonneau of Eternal Network,
Tours, chaired by Professor Declan
McGonagle of the University of Ulster. 

CCA graduates of July 2005 have already
secured internships and jobs that
demonstrate the impressive international
reach of the CCA programme. Ali McGilp
recently completed an internship working
on the catalogue of the Istanbul Biennale;
Rose Lejeune is currently working for
Channel 4, developing a project to
commission contemporary art for public
sites; Cassandra Needham was engaged
by the Whitechapel Art Gallery to organise
the recent exhibition, Short History of
Performance III; Gair Boase is working at
Tate Britain, on the development of the
next Tate Triennial; Aaron Moulton has
joined the staff of Flash Art; Alejandra Aguado
is completing an internship in Amsterdam
with the Manifesta Foundation; Lillian
Davies is undertaking work for Tate; Giselle
Richardson is developing a career in press
and marketing; Anna Colin is currently an
intern with IASPIS in Stockholm; Sarah
McCrory is in New York, undertaking a
placement at White Columns; Rebecca
Marston is also in New York, working on the
city’s first biennial of new visual art
performance, ‘PERFORMA05’, directed by
RoseLee Goldberg (who, in the 1970s, was
curator of the RCA Gallery); Carmen Julia
is working at the new Blow de la Barra
Gallery in London, and James Lindon has
been appointed to develop special projects
for Victoria Miro Gallery.  

CCA staff have also celebrated significant
achievements this year. In October 2004 Dr

Claire Bishop embarked on a two year full-
time Leverhulme Early Career Fellowship,
awarded in June 2004 while she was also
very successfully directing the CCA
Department during Teresa Gleadowe’s
absence on sabbatical. Claire’s influential
essay, Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,
was published in October no 110, in
autumn 2004, and her book Installation Art:
A Critical History was published this year
by Tate Publishing. In the autumn of 2004
CCA’s Senior Tutor in Critical Studies, David
Batchelor, was commissioned to produce a
site-specific work for the main hall of the
Bienal de São Paulo, as part of the 26th
Bienal de São Paulo, and this year a large
scale work in the Platform for Art series at
Gloucester Road underground station. His
work has also been included in group
exhibitions in London, Los Angeles, Santiago
(Chile), Mexico City, São Paulo and Buffalo
and he is currently making work for a solo
show in São Paulo, a lighting festival in
Glasgow, and a group exhibition at the
Lowry in Salford. The curator and writer
Alex Farquharson has been teaching in
CCA on an occasional basis since December
2001; in April 2005 he accepted a contract
as a part-time tutor. Alex Farquharson’s
external commitments have this year
included co-curating The British Art Show
6, currently on show at Baltic in Gateshead.
Dr Dominic Willsdon, Curator of Public
Events at Tate Modern and a part-time
tutor with CCA since 1999, resigned from
the department this summer following his
appointment as Curator of Education and
Public Events at San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art. We are deeply grateful for the
contribution he has made to Critical &
Historical Studies teaching on the CCA
programme and look forward to maintaining
contact with him in his new role. We should
also like to record our appreciation of the
work of CCA’s visiting tutors:  Michaela
Crimmin, Head of Arts at the Royal Society
of Arts, Frances Morris, Senior Tutor,
Exhibitions and Displays at Tate Modern,
and Professor Jean Fisher.  

Fiona Key continues to fulfil her role as
Course Administrator with outstanding
intelligence and professionalism. Teresa
Gleadowe resumed her duties as Head of
Department in September 2004, but also
found time during the year to accept
invitations to participate in panel discussions
about contemporary curating and curatorial
training in Bucharest, Moscow (at the first
Moscow Biennale), at ARCO Madrid, and
in Limerick. In October 2004 she completed
work on a commission by the Lithuanian
artist Deimantas Narkevicius for the Parish
church of St Peter in Brighton, under the
auspices of Art in Sacred Places and with
special funding from the Fondation de
France. This work, a film entitled The Role
of a Lifetime, featuring an interview with
the British film director Peter Watkins, has
recently been purchased for the Tate
collection.   

Do not Interrupt Your Activities: Chinese
artist Song Dong finds oblique ways to
express political dissent; for many years
he has kept a diary written in water on
stone. In his installation ‘You Can Write
Anything with Water On Stone’ (2004)
he invites visitors to write their secrets
and watch them evaporate.

Harrell Fletcher’s artistic practice engages
with people and their everyday activities.
For Do Not Interrupt Your Activities he
asked the curators to organise a series
of short lectures by people from outside
the art world. The event ‘Come Together’
(London 2005) embraced a wide range
of topics from city farming to cookery
to sword fighting.

In his video Recalling Events (2000)
Pavel Braila distils the history of his
native Moldova, as her records the
events of his life with chalk on a
blackboard, simultaneously rubbing
them out with his body.
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History of Design

Major changes for the joint V&A/RCA
programme in History of Design in the last
year came with the appointment of new
staff to teach on the course. At the end of
the academic year, Dr Glenn Adamson
arrived as the new Head of Graduate Studies
at the Victoria and Albert Museum. Glenn
was previously curator at the Milwaukee
Art Museum and Chipstone Foundation,
where he also taught Material Culture at
the University of Wisconsin at Madison.
Glenn is joined by Ann Matchette, who
took up the post of Renaissance Course
Tutor. Ann, previously a Research Fellow in
the AHRC Centre for the Study of the
Domestic Interior at the RCA, replaces Dr
Donal Cooper, who left to join the History
of Art Department at Warwick University.
We welcome both new staff and look forward
to their contributions to future teaching
and research directions of the course.  

During the year, two research students, Harriet
Atkinson and Lisa Godson organised a
highly successful interdisciplinary conference
on international exhibitions and world fairs,
which attracted a wide range of speakers
from many different countries. The conference
was delivered to a packed Lecture Theatre
at the V&A in March 2005. Among other
student successes, Katie Feo, a first year
student was awarded the Design History
Society 2005 Prize, for the best MA essay
– an award that students from the course
have now won on several occasions. Students
on the Renaissance specialism received
three out of a total of six scholarships
offered by the Italian government, to
undertake research into primary sources in
archives and libraries, which will contribute
towards their second year dissertations.
Also, Trevor Keeble and Victoria Kelley
successfully completed their PhDs during
the year. Finally, Interior Design and Identity,
(edited by Susie McKellar and Penny
Sparke) was launched in autumn 2004.
This is the first of a series of books drawing
on the work of staff and students on the
course. The series is published by
Manchester University Press.   

Staff continue to participate in international
conferences, to prepare articles, essays
and books for publication, and to work
towards exhibitions. In November 2004,
Juliet Ash and Viviana Narotzky gave papers
at the international conference on design
history in Guadalajara. Other invitations to
lecture took staff to Finland and Denmark;
Amsterdam, Paris and Tokyo. Jeremy Aynsley
received funding from the British Academy
to complete research towards a forthcoming
book on German design. David Crowley
embarked on the early stages of research
towards the exhibition Cold War Modern,
while V&A Course Tutor, Ulrich Lehmann
curated the exhibition Auto-Nom: Das
Automobil in der Zeitgenössischen Kunst
(The Car in Contemporary Art), in Düsseldorf.

The AHRC Centre for the Study of the
Domestic Interior, now in its fourth and

penultimate year, provides other research
opportunities. In the autumn, the centre
organised two international conferences,
on ‘Literature and the Domestic Interior’,
and ‘Domestic and Institutional Interiors’. It
also ran a third Postgraduate Research
day, where new scholars, many of them
pursuing PhDs, presented new work in the
field of the domestic interior from a variety of
perspectives, including fine art, photography
and design. The first publications arising
from the centre’s work appeared during the
year, while work continued on the major
exhibition, The Renaissance at Home,
curated by Marta Ajmar and Flora Dennis,
which opened at the Victoria and Albert
Museum in October 2006. This exhibition
and its accompanying publication,
together with the book Imagined Interiors:
Representing the Domestic Interior Since
the Renaissance, also completed in the
year, will form some of the major outcomes
of the research centre.

Interior Design and Identity edited by
Susie McKellar and Penny Spake. The
first in a series of books to be drawn
from work of staff and students on the
course.

Domestic and Institutional Interiors in
Early Modern Europe: A major conference
organised by the AHRC Centre that
was held at the V&A in November 2004.

History of Design Students on a study
visit to the cubic houses designed by
Piet Blom in Rotterdam in the late 1970s.
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Critical & Historical Studies

A key event for Critical and Historical
Studies this year was confirmation that the
department could admit its own research
students for the first time. CHS’s research
culture is cross-disciplinary and grounded
in the critical and theoretical exploration of
visual and material culture within an urban
framework. Four students were accepted
to undertake an MPhil for autumn 2005.

The department maintained its strong
presence within the College in the delivery
of a wide-ranging contextual programme
for MA students. Staff lectures, seminars
and dissertation supervision stimulated
students to broaden and deepen their
critical knowledge and insight and develop
self-confidence in the expression of ideas.
The popular college-wide lectures in the
spring covered the territories of War, Play,
Immateriality and Interventions, and
included Irit Rogoff, George Melly, Lucy
Orta, Sean Griffiths, Patrick Wright and Ian
Christie amongst a distinguished range of
guest speakers. 

The dissertation became more central to
the MA student experience. For the first
time this year, a new timetable and
structure was fully embedded for students,
allowing for an extended supervision
period, more research time and more
opportunities for formal feedback on
submitted written texts in progress. The
MA dissertation increasingly offers an
opportunity to put studio work in context
and develop research subjects and
capabilities which can be carried through
to MPhil studies. The writing culture at the
RCA was further supported by a summer
term course of seminars on writing,
delivered by CHS staff and visiting
lecturers.

All CHS staff have been productive in the
national and international research
community this year, as writers, speakers,
curators and consultants. The major
Hussein Chalayan retrospective at
Holland’s Groningen Museum benefited
from Juliet Ash’s curatorial and catalogue
advisory role; Joe Kerr and Helen Evenden
worked with the London Transport
Museum and Transport for London on
Routemaster projects; new staff member
Lisa Godson gave papers on material
culture in the Irish Free State and on
learning strategies in design education (an
area for which she was awarded an RCA
Teaching Fellowship in the summer term);
Martina Margetts contributed to the book
Re:form -  the New Scandinavian Crafts
published in Sweden, and was a member
of the Steering Group for Arts Council
England’s major Visual Arts Presentation
Review. David Crowley gave papers at
Osaka University and to the nascent
Design History Society in Japan and the
Institute of Art History in Paris while John
Stezaker had solo shows of his work at the
Kunstverein in Munich and The Approach
London, and was the subject of an article

in Frieze by Michael Bracewell. Finally,
extending into the virtual environment for
research, Monika Parrinder co-founded
two web based platforms for discussion,
writing and experiment in the field of visual
communication: www.limitedlanguage.org
and www.livelanguage.org.

Critical & Historical Studies admitted
research students for the first time.
From left to right, MPhil students
Helene Martin, Cecilia Järdemar, Filipa
Vaz Monterio.
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and Immersive Sound Research Laboratory’,
providing research environments for projects
involving digital technology, including
digital manufacture and tooling and digital
imaging and print. The creative application
of digital technologies to design, and research
into design-led technology transfer are central
to the College’s research.

In the past year, the development of
InnovationRCA has enhanced support and
development for RCA applied research and
for research projects affiliated with business
and industry.

At the end of May 2004, the RCA submitted
its bid to the third round of the Science
Research Investment Fund (SRIF 3) for which
the College has been allocated £1,390,393.
SRIF 3 funding will be used to address past
under-investment in research infrastructure.
These funds will be used to contribute to
the refurbishment of Howie Street as a Fine
Art Research Facility.

Professor Sandra Kemp’s research project
‘Future Face’ funded by the EPSRC and
the Wellcome Trust, was exhibited in the
Wellcome Trust Gallery of the London Science
Museum from 1st October 2004 to 13
February 2005. This exhibition, which
explores the enigma of the face and attempts
by artists and scientists to unravel its mystery
from its earliest representations to-date,
drew more than 126,000 visitors in London.
It also inspired a series of seminars funded
by the AHRC and the Nuffield Trust which
considered future multi-disciplinary projects
on the face. 

‘Future Face’, also toured South-East Asia,
and was one of four shortlisted projects for
The Times Higher Awards 2005 ‘Research
Project of the Year’. Recognition for the
work of Professor Kemp as RCA Director
of Research is also evidenced in her election
to membership of the Research Assessment
Exercise 2008 Panel and the Quality
Assurance Agency (QAA) Special Review
of Research Degree Programmes.

In 2004/5 the first RCA Research Ethics Code
of Practice was published in the Research
Handbook. This version has subsequently
been revised by the RCA Research Ethics
Committee to incorporate more detailed
provision for user research, and is constantly
updated. 

In order to bring RCA provision of research
degree programmes in line with the new
requirements of the QAA Code of Practice
for the assurance of academic quality and
standards in higher education, a series of
amendments to the College regulations
were introduced this year. These amendments,
which are now reflected in the 2005/6
regulations, expand the definition of criteria
and standards for the award of both MPhil
and PhD through the incorporation of a
series of key attributes that a candidate
should demonstrate in order to achieve the
standard required. They also include other
new requirements such an independent

Chair for MPhil and PhD Final Examination
Boards, mandatory training for all research
supervisors and the provision of mock
vivas before final examinations.

In 2004/5, there were just over one hundred
MPhil and PhD students and around the
same number of staff engaged in research
at the RCA. This rapidly developing and
vibrant research culture contributed to the
significant increase of 13% (£2.5 million) in
the research element of the HEFCE (Higher
Education Funding Council for England)
recurrent grant for 2005/6.

Research
Research

The College’s principal research aim remains
to develop its contribution to scholarship
and applied research in art and design at
national and international levels, to act as
a catalyst to stimulate industry at national
and international level, and to act as a
research crucible for innovation and new
cognitive practice in the creative industries.

The academic year 2004/5 has seen the
further consolidation and development of
research college-wide within four areas
identified for strategic development: new
materials and technologies; the interface of
art and design with society and the
environment; the interface of art and design
with science, and critical and historical
reflection on practice.

During 2004/5, the RCA submitted 21
applications to external funding bodies the
Arts and Humanities Research Council
(AHRC), the Engineering & Physical Sciences
Research Council (EPSRC), the Leverhulme
Trust, the British Academy, Intel and the
Getty Foundation), and was awarded
£382,190 in externally funded research grants.
This represents an increase in our research
revenue of 64% in comparison with the last
academic year. 

Professor David Watkins was awarded over
£250,000 over three years under the AHRC
Research Grant Scheme for his project on
Deployable and Adaptive Structures on
Textiles in the Goldsmithing, Silversmithing,
Metalwork and Jewellery Department. This
is the first RCA award which includes a
doctoral studentship as part of the project.
In the same department, Dr David Humphrey
was awarded a Leverhulme Research
Project grant for £65,000 for a project on
virtual modelling of historical jewellery
research. Dr Humphrey had formerly secured
a small grant from the British Academy to
pilot this project. 

Other successful funding applications
included a recurrent EPSRC Research
Project grant for Professor Roger Coleman
in association with the Engineering
Department of the University of Cambridge
for research into inclusive design, a grant
from Intel for Professor William Gaver in
Interaction Design Research and a British
Academy Small Grant for Professor Jeremy
Aynsley. The College was again successful
with the AHRC Collaborative Doctoral
Research Training Scheme. Al Rees and
Professor Joan Ashworth were awarded
£10,000 to set up the Research Methods
Course on the Moving Image, in collaboration
with the School of Media, Arts and Design
at the University of Westminster. 

In 2004, the College opened its two new
research facilities funded by the Science
Research Infrastructure Fund (SRIF). The
new ‘Design Laboratory’ and the ‘Creative

David Watkins was awarded over
£250,000 over three years under the
AHRC Research Grant Scheme for 
his project on Deployable and Adaptive
Structures on Textiles.

The entrance of Professor Sandra
Kemp’s Future Face exhibition in 
the London Science Museum. Images
courtesy: Peter Menzel, Second
Generation Face Robot, Michael Najjar,
Dana_2.0, National Heritage, White
Man, Black Mask.
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Helen Hamlyn Research Centre

The Helen Hamlyn Research Centre at the
RCA is an international centre for inclusive
design. Its practical research and projects
with industry are central to the chartered
mission of the College to address ‘social
developments’. It is funded by an endowment
from the Helen Hamlyn Foundation, a
charity dedicated to improving the lives of
older people through design, and it plays a
key role as a node for applied research
within the InnovationRCA network.  

In April 2005, the centre consolidated its
global leadership role in inclusive design
by organising and hosting ‘Include 2005’,
an international conference attended by
170 delegates from 19 different countries.    

The Helen Hamlyn Research Centre works
to advance inclusive design in partnership
with three design communities – students,
new graduates and professionals. At
student level, the centre’s Design for Our
Future Selves Awards attracted more than
80 entries from 12 departments of the
College. Award-winning work included a
keypad for visually impaired people, a
small car for the older driver and a rocking
teapot that aids pouring.  

At the new graduate level, the Helen Hamlyn
Research Associates programme took in
its largest ever cohort of new RCA design
graduates. A total of 17 designers were
teamed with industry partners including MFI,
B&Q, Ideal Standard, Steelcase, Thorn,
and GlaxoSmithkline. Projects related to
three important design challenges for ageing
populations: independent living, patient
safety and access to work. The collaborative
projects from 2004/5 were presented at a
high-profile show and symposium at the
RCA just after the summer break 2005 as
part of the Innovation at the RCA exhibition. 

At the professional level, the centre was active
on a number of fronts; writing the first ever
British Standard in inclusive design
management, and developing an Engineering
and Physical Sciences Research Council
funded project, to provide professionals in
business and industry with an evidence
base for inclusive design. Its collaboration
with the Design Business Association on
the DBA Inclusive Design Challenge, featured
a radical rethink of the sticking plaster by
Pearson Matthews and was extended into
a 24 Hour Challenge, run as part of the Include
2005 conference. 

Bo-young Jung’s keypad for visually
impaired people was one of the winners
of a Design for Our Future Selves Award.

The DBA Inclusive Design Challenge
featured a radical rethink of the
sticking plaster by Pearson Matthews.

Thea Swayne, a Helen Hamlyn
Research Associate is working on
packaging and labelling for patient
safety – a communication project
promoting patient safety through
through better pack design.
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Laura Weatherley’s 3D knitwear, an
innovative knitwear technology protected
by the Selected Works programme.

Poppa®, a simple medical device
designed by RCA graduate Hugo
Glover (Design Products 2002) to help
older people with limited dexterity
remove pills from blister packs. The
Poppa®  is being made and
distributed by licensee Moss Plastics
Products, and endorsed by Help The
Aged which will carry the product in its
catalogue and 375 shops worldwide.

Serge Porcher, InnovationRCA Research
Associate, explores the future of the
car cockpit in collaboration with Visteon.

InnovationRCA curated the College’s
first-ever exhibition of innovation
projects which was part of the London
Design Festival.

InnovationRCA

InnovationRCA is a new network which was
set up by the Royal College of Art in summer
2004 to provide innovation opportunities
for RCA graduates and business partners.
It works in three main areas: applied research,
creating the insights on which successful
innovation is based; product development,
taking bright ideas to market; and creative
business, providing training and support to
help College graduates and external
companies innovate more effectively. 

In its first year InnovationRCA made a
number of significant advances under the
leadership of director Jeremy Myerson,
building a new brand and a new programme
to extend the reach and focus of the RCA’s
relationship with the commercial world.  

In applied research, the RCA’s Research
Associates programme was expanded to
include commercial innovation projects
related to interactive lighting and digital
technology (with Philips), scanner photography
(Audi Design Foundation) and the future of
the car cockpit (Visteon).  

InnovationRCA also launched a new research
and development programme in the area
of design for disability, entitled Inclusive
Business RCA, and stepped up its
collaboration with the Faraday Packaging
knowledge transfer network. 

In product development, the Selected Works
of the College – graduate innovations
earmarked for patent protection and
commercialisation, were rationalised into three
portfolios: architectural and interiors; health
and medical; and home and leisure. Five
new innovations were selected, a number
of licenses were sold to industry and spin-
out companies were explored.  

A joint innovation fund was set up with
Imperial College London to combine Imperial’s
science and business expertise with the
RCA’s user-centred design skills. This initiative
generated three new patented devices for
use in keyhole surgery. InnovationRCA also
gave marketing and development support
to RapiformRCA, the College’s rapid
prototyping centre; incubated a project in
the area of sustainable public transport
with Capoco Design, and built a collaboration
with contemporary retailer Heal’s to create
limited edition collections of the work of
RCA graduates.    

In creative business, InnovationRCA
launched a new professional practice
programme for RCA students entitled
FuelRCA, designed to give artists and
designers more business skills and confidence.
It also organised a week of innovation with
Braun and the Design Management Institute
and set up an annual conference on materials
in design with the RCA’s Textiles Department
and the Institute of Materials.  

At the end of its first year, InnovationRCA
launched its own magazine, Innovate, to

communicate to its audiences, curated the
College’s first-ever exhibition of innovation
projects as part of the London Design
Festival, and announced a research link
with BOX, EDS innovation at the London
School of Economics.   
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The Royal College of Art gratefully acknowledges the substantial
help and support we have received – in cash, in kind and in many
other ways – from our patrons, donors and sponsors. A number of
those listed below – in particular those who have provided college-
wide support, endowments and capital funding – have made a
long-term commitment to us over a number of years; others have
supported us during the current academic year.

We are also grateful to those patrons, donors and sponsors who
wish to remain anonymous and to those who have supported the
College in previous years, who are also included on this list.

Donors and Sponsors

Major College-wide donors 

£1,000,000+
Mr Basil Alkazzi
Ford Motor Company
Garfield Weston Foundation
Helen Hamlyn Foundation

£200,000 – £500,000
The late Mr Tom Bendhem
Clore Foundation
London Development Agency
Sir Jocelyn Stevens 

£50,000 – £200,000
Kay Cosserat
The Independent
House of Fraser 
Wolfson Foundation
Sir Po-Shing Woo 
National Grid Transco plc

£25,000 – £50,000
The late Nancy Balfour 
Golden Bottle Trust
Graham & Brown
Bank of America
Sun Microsystems
Visa International

£5,000 – £25,000
Adobe Systems Inc
The Concrete Centre
British Standards Institution
Sir John Cass's Foundation 
David and Serenella Ciclitira
Centre Insurance International 
Deloitte & Touche Consulting Group
Deutsche Bank 
Man Group Charitable Trust
Henry More Foundation
Swarovski
The Tom Bendhem Drawing Prize
The late Ms Jean C Watson
Matthews Wrightson Charity Trust 
UNIQLO 

Major Donors to Departments
£50,000+

Arts and Heritage
Arts Council England
Dyson
Anthea and Thomas Gibson
Geoff Lawson Jaguar Scholarship
John Lydon’s Charity
Marks & Spencer
Sir Alistair and Lady Pilkington
Qatar National Council for Culture 

Arts and Heritage
Royal Commission for the 

Exhibition of 1851
Sir Po-Shing Woo

College-wide prizes and
scholarships 2004/5

£1,000 – £5,000
Fatima and Faiza H Alkazzi Award
Tom Bendhem Drawing Prize
British Standards Institution Awards
Clerkenwell Green Association Award
Folio Society Award
Jardine Insurance Prize
Madame Tussauds Award for Art
Augustus Martin Award
National Magazine Company Award
P&O Art Prizes
Parallel Prize
Perstorp Flooring Design Awards
Sapient Digital Media Scholarship
South Square Trust
Snowdon Award for Disability Projects
WWF

£500 – £1,000
Helen Chadwick Memorial Prize
Jeremy Cubitt Prize
Alastair Grant Prize
Edward Marshall Prize
Desmond Preston Prize for Drawing
Royal Mint Prize
Rowney Prize for Drawing
Peter J B Sabara Travel Scholarship
Sony (Germany)
Basil Taylor Memorial Prize
Varley Memorial Award
Kenny Yip Award
Graham Young Award

Donors to Departments 2004/5

Animation
£5,000 – £25,000
Moving Picture Co

£1,000 – £5,000
Colour Film Services
De Lane Lea
The Passion Pictures One Minute
Film Prize
Sherbet
Studio Aka

£500 – £1,000
British Council: Films & Television 

Department
Kodak Motion Picture Imaging

Architecture and Interiors
£5000 – 25000
EPSRC
AHRB

£1000 – £5000
Corus
Gensler
Becks
Independent
The British Council

£500 – £1000
Alsop Architects
Din Associates
Apple

Ceramics and Glass
£50,000 – £200,000
Sir Alastair and Lady Pilkington 

Scholarship
Sir Po-Shing Woo Scholarship

£5,000 – £25,000
National Grid Transco Ltd

£1,000 – £5,000
Behrens Trust
Charlotte Fraser Prize for Ceramics 

and Glass
Sir Eduardo Paolozzi Travel
Scholarship
Royal Over-Seas League

Communication Art & Design
£5000 – £25000
Hewlett Packard
Royal Mail Stamps

£1000 – £5000
WPP
Oberon Books
Eclipse TD
Augustus Martin
The Print Room
G&B Printers
Quentin Blake
Boots plc
W H Smith
Parallel
Worshipful Company of Painters 

and Stainers

Conservation
£1,000 – £5,000
Ronald E Compton Scholarship
Engish Heritage 
Friends of the Victoria & Albert 

Museum

Curating Contemporary Art
£50,000 – £200,000
Arts Council England

£1,000 – £5,000
Beck’s 
Monique Beudert Fund
John Lyon’s Charity
Specialblue Ltd

£500 – £1,000
Austrian Cultural Forum
Chinese Arts Centre
Embassy of the United States of
America
European Union 2005
Goethe Institut
IASPIS
Japan Foundation
Laura Bartlett Gallery
Pommery
Premier Paper

Design Products
£25,000 - £50,000
Qatar National Council for Culture 

Arts and Heritage

£5,000 – £25,000
LG Electronics

£1,000 – £5,000
Kokuyo
The Science Museum

£500 – £1,000
Worshipful Company of Furniture 

Makers

Drawing Studio
£500 – £1000
Desmond Preston Drawing Prize
Tom Bendham
The Man Group

0 – £500
Daler-Rowney Prize for Drawing

Fashion
£50,000 – £200,000
Kay Cosserat Scholarship
Marks & Spencer Scholarship

£25,000 – £50,000
Claremont Garments Scholarship
Mansfield Cache D’Or
Ossie Clark Scholarship
Spillers
Vranken Pommery

£5,000 – £25,000
International Flavours & Fragrances 

(GB) Ltd Award
Miss Selfridge
Next PLC
Swarovski UK Ltd
Umbro International Ltd.
United Arrows
Worshipful Company of Drapers
Zegna Baruffa Lane Borgosesia SpA

£1,000 – £5,000
bie barzaghi
Bodin Joyeux
Bower Roebuck & Co Ltd
Cerruti
Clothworkers’ Foundation, 
The Clothworkers’ Company
Fenland Sheepskin
Filatura di Grignasco SpA
Janey Ironside Travel Award
Lanifico Ing. Loro Piana & C SpA
Levi Strauss
Saga Furs of Scandinavia
Todd & Duncan
Worshipful Company of Framework 

Knitters

Goldsmithing, Silversmithing,
Metalwork and Jewellery
£5,000 – £25,000
Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths
World Gold Council

£1,000 – £5,000
Metalor Ltd
Royal Mint
Nicole Stöber Memorial Award

£500 – £1000
Worshipful Company of Armourers 

and Brasiers
ESG Robinson Charitable Trust
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The Helen Hamlyn Research
Centre
£5,000 – £25,000 
Audi Design Foundation
B&Q
DEGW
GlaxoSmithKline
Ideal Standard
Kinnarps
IDEO
MFI
National Patient Safety Agency
Osaka Gas
Philips
Scope
Steelcase
Thorn
Visteon

£1,000 – £5,000 
BigIdea
Future Foundation
Mobility Choice
GMW
Help the Aged
Nottingham Rehab Supplies

History of Design
£5,000 – £25,000
Oiver Ford Foundation
Friends of the V&A Scholarship

£500 – £1,000
Basil Taylor Memorial Prize
Clive Wainwright Memorial Prize
Design History Prize

Information & Learning Services
Apple

Industrial Design Engineering
£50,000 – £200,000
Dyson RCA Centenary Scholarship
EPSRC
Anthea and Thomas Gibson 

Scholarship
Ted Power Awards
Royal Commission for the 

Exhibition of 1851

£5,000 – £25,000
COBiRD Ltd
PDD Scholarship
Royal Academy of Engineering

Interaction Design
£5,000 – £25,000 
Hewlett-Packard 
IDEO 
Intel 
Phillips 
Orange 

Painting
£50,000 – £200,000
Basil H Alkazzi Foundation Award

£5,000 – £25,000
Amlin plc
Paule Vezelay Award
Stanley Smith Scholarship

£1,000 – £5,000
Basil H Alkazzi Travelling
Scholarship
Fatima and Faiza H Alkazzi Award
Sheldon Bergh Award
Neville Burston Award
NADFAS (London Area) Award
Worshipful Company of Painters
Stainers Bursaries for Painting

£500-£1,000
Jeremy Cubitt Prize

Photography
£1,000 – £5,000
Hoopers Gallery Prize

£500 – £1000
Worshipful Company of Painter-

Stainers Prize
Photographers’ Gallery Prize

Printmaking 
£5,000 – £25,000
Linklaters & Alliance
The Henry Moore Foundation
A Schroeder

£1,000 – £5,000
Alf Dunne Award
Gay Hutson
Tim Mara Trust Prizes
Augustus Martin Ltd

£500 – £1,000
Michael Hill
J Moate Prize
Waterloo Wine Company

Sculpture
£50,000 – £200,000
Eric and Jean Cass Scholarship

£1,000 – £5,000
Serenella Ciclitira Scholarship

Textiles
£1,000 – £16,000
Dorma
Sanderson Trust

£1,000 – £8,000
Thomas Arno Bequest
The Clothworkers’ Foundation
Collette Christmas Textiles Award
The Drapers Company
John Dunsmore Award
The Dyers Company
The Grocers Company 
The Habersdashers’ Company
House of Fraser
John Lewis Partnership plc
Levehulme Award
Althea McNeish Award
Osborne & Little Scholarship
George Spencer Company
Marianne Straub Travelling 

Scholarship
The Worshipful Company of 

Fanmakers
The Worshipful Company of 

Framework Knitters
The Worshipful Company of 

Weavers

Vehicle Design
£50,000 – £200,000
Geoff Lawson Jaguar Scholarship

£25,000 – £50,000
Fiat Advanced Design

£5,000 – £25,000
Bentley
Faber
Fiat
The Ford Motor Company
JCB
Land Rover
Mouldlife
Nissan Japan
Pilkington Glass
Toyota Motor Corporation Europe 
Hunting
Onassis Foundation
Pure

£1,000 – £5,000
Worshipful Company of Carmen
Worshipful Company of Coach and 

Harness Makers

£500 – £1000
Alwick Patterns 
Bendywood
Denaco 
Dial Patterns
GB Paint Refinishers 
Lechler Paint
MP Artware
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